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Helix Wind, Corp. (“Helix Wind” or “the Company”) is a global renewable energy† company engaged in the 
design, manufacture, and sale of small wind turbines that generate 300 watts (W) to 50 kilowatts (kW) of 
clean energy to power residential and commercial customers, particularly for locations with low wind speeds. 
The Company promotes energy independence through the use of wind power—an abundant, renewable, 
emissions-free energy source that can be employed on large and small scales. Helix Wind’s product line 
entails two vertical-axis wind turbine (VAWT) designs, with the addition of a horizontal-axis wind turbine 
(HAWT) line expected imminently. The Company’s first two turbine production runs (50 units each) have sold 
out, producing roughly $1 million in revenues. Helix Wind is presently on its third production run, of which 
35% has been sold to date. The Company is also focused on the development of products and technologies 
that promote transparency and accountability within the small wind market. To this extent, Helix Wind has 
created a Wind Turbine Monitoring System (WTMS) for its turbines, which records and reports an array of 
measurements from the turbine site. The WTMS enables customers to monitor the performance of their 
turbines in real time from any location with Internet access. Helix Wind aims to be a single point source for 
renewable energy customers globally by providing world class small wind solutions, service, and financing via 
a recent joint venture with Atoll Financial Group, a financial services company.  
 

Recent Financial Data 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Key Points 
 

 In August 2009, Helix Wind established a joint venture with Atoll Financial Group to develop products and 
financing mechanisms for the Company’s customers and distributors. Helix Wind believes that this 
strategic partnership is a significant competitive advantage over other small wind entities as it 
demonstrates the Company’s commitment to providing solutions for its clients in light of the current 
economic climate, which has led to tighter lending and credit markets. 

 Growing energy demand, a limited supply of non-renewable fossil fuels, heightened climate change 
concerns, and volatile oil and gas prices have increased demand for renewable energy by consumers, 
businesses, and non-government and government organizations worldwide. The U.S. Department of 
Energy (DOE) considers wind power to be one of the lowest cost renewable energy technologies at 
~$0.04 to $0.06 per kilowatt-hour (kWh). Helix Wind’s products are eligible for DOE grants (30% through 
2016) and the Company is eligible for U.S. Trade and Development Agency loan guarantees and grants. 

 Helix Wind is actively expanding its product portfolio through acquisitions that further increase the 
versatility of its small wind solutions, entering into several key contracts to date: (1) a definitive purchase 
agreement with VENCO Power GmbH to add three additional VAWTs to Helix Wind’s product line; and (2) 
a non-binding Letter of Intent (LOI) with Abundant Renewable Energy, LLC (ARE) and Renewable Energy 
Engineering, LLC to integrate two HAWTs into the product line. 

 The Company small wind turbine portfolio is to include: (1) the S-line, which entails two Savonius turbines; 
(2) the D-line, containing VENCO’s three Darrieus turbines; and (3) the H-line, including ARE’s two 
HAWTs. Helix Wind believes that its systems can reduce or potentially eliminate consumers’ power bills, in 
addition to augmenting existing power systems and minimizing dependence on non-renewable fossil fuels.  

 At June 30, 2009, Helix Wind had $190,479 in cash. In July 2009, the Company closed its private offering, 
issuing an aggregate of $5.1 million in Convertible Notes and 11.9 million Warrants. 

Ticker (Exchange) HLXW (OTC.BB) 

Recent Price (09/08/2009) $2.83 

52-week Range*  $1.60 - $3.08 

Shares Outstanding 38.7 million 

Market Capitalization $109.5 million 

Average 3-month Volume  140,082 

Insider Owners +5% 20% 

Institutional Owners <1% 

EPS (Qtr. ended 06/30/2009) ($0.42) 

Employees 17 
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* Helix Wind began trading as HLXW on the OTC.BB on 
April 24, 2009. 
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Executive Overview 
 
Helix Wind, Corp. (“Helix Wind” or “the Company”) designs, manufactures, and markets small wind 
turbines that generate clean electricity to power homes and businesses. The U.S. Department of Energy’s 
(DOE) Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) considers wind power to be one of the 
lowest cost renewable energy technologies. Furthermore, technological advancements, increased global 
awareness, and improved cost efficiencies have enabled wind power to become one of the fastest 
growing renewable energy resources in the world.  
 

Wind Power 
 
Harnessing the energy of the wind is a technique that has been used for thousands of years. Records of 
windmills used to grind grain date back as early as 200 B.C. Like traditional windmills, turbines were 
created to harness the kinetic energy of the wind in order to produce power. Conventional wind turbines 
are often equipped with two to three blades that are designed aerodynamically to minimize air resistance, 
thus enabling the rotors to rotate and produce power with as little wind as possible. As the blades turn, 
they cause a shaft to spin. The shaft is connected to a generator, which produces energy that can be 
used for specific tasks (e.g., grinding grain or pumping water) or to power homes or businesses. The 
amount of electricity produced is dependent upon the wind speed in the area, air density, the radius of the 
blades, and tower height (as greater wind speeds are often found at higher altitudes). As such, it is 
important to assess the wind resources of an area prior to installing a wind energy system. The EERE 
approximates that the wind resources in the U.S. are capable of supporting the current electricity 
demands of the country several times over. 
 
Increasing global energy demand is one of several major factors leading to a growing need for wind 
power and other forms of renewable energy. Fueled by an expanding global population and modern 
technology, the demand for energy worldwide is expected to increase 44% by 2030 (Source: the U.S. 
Energy Information Administration [EIA]). Presently, fossil fuels supply a significant portion of the world’s 
energy needs. However, these sources of energy are causing an increase in the levels of greenhouse 
gases in the atmosphere—a factor that many scientists believe has contributed to rising global 
temperatures. In addition, fossil fuels are finite and non-renewable, and thus have limited supply. The 
World Resources Institute, an environmental think tank, predicts that these non-renewable resources—in 
due course—will likely become scarce and costly. As such, the transition toward renewable energy 
sources that are inexhaustible and do not emit greenhouse gases is an important element in both meeting 
global energy demand and preventing further damage to the environment.  
 
There are two basic types of modern wind turbines: (1) horizontal-axis wind turbines (HAWTs); and (2) 
vertical-axis wind turbines (VAWTs). Each category is named according to the axis around which its 
blades spin. HAWTs have an axis of rotation that is horizontal to the ground and almost parallel to the 
wind stream. These turbines are extensively used in commercial applications. HAWTs have several 
advantages, including possessing a low cut-in speed (the speed at which the turbine becomes power 
producing), being easily protected through furling, and delivering a relatively high power coefficient. 
Drawbacks of poorly designed HAWTs include potentially complex and costly service and repair and 
greater difficulty using wind from multiple directions. In contrast, VAWTs have an axis of rotation that is 
vertical to the ground and almost perpendicular to the wind stream. Advantages of VAWTs are easier 
service and repair and the ability to use turbulent, omni-directional wind. Common VAWT designs in the 
wind energy industry include the Savonius and Darrieus turbines, as described on page 22 of the Core 
Story of this Executive Informational Overview® (EIO®). Helix Wind is incorporating each of these industry 
designs into its VAWT product line, and is working toward the completion of an agreement that provides 
the Company with HAWT products as well. 
 

Small Wind Systems 
 
The success of the commercial wind industry has driven significant advancements in small wind turbine 
technology, leading to the development of systems that are more reliable, quieter, safer, and less costly 
than previous generations. Whereas larger projects have a capacity beyond 100 kilowatts (kW) and can 
power multiple homes and buildings, small wind turbines typically generate less than 100 kW of electricity 
and are used to meet the demands of a home, farm, ranch, or small business. Within the small wind  
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category, turbines designed for residential use often have a capacity between 1 kW and 10 kW, while the 
capacity for commercially used systems may range from 22 kW to 100 kW (Source: the American Wind 
Energy Association’s [AWEA] 2008 Annual Wind Industry Report). Homeowners, farmers, ranchers, and 
small businesses can use small wind to generate their own power, potentially stabilizing their electricity 
supply and reducing the cost of electric bills. Helix Wind believes that its systems can reduce or 
potentially eliminate an individual’s or business’s power bills, dependent upon the area’s wind resources, 
how much power is needed, and the number of turbines installed and the amount of power they produce. 
Presently, the U.S. serves as an industry leader for both the production and sale of small wind systems.  
 
The amount of time that it takes for a small wind customer to fully recoup the cost of a turbine is 
dependent upon the type of system purchased; wind availability; cost of electricity, usage, and financing; 
and the available incentives (e.g., state or federal rebates or tax credits). As part of the Emergency 
Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, the U.S. government offers a 30% federal investment tax credit for 
small wind systems installed by December 31, 2016. This tax credit was passed by Congress in October 
2008 and enhanced in February 2009. Additional benefits exist for small wind systems that are connected 
to the electricity grid. The Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 (PURPA) requires power providers 
to buy any excess electricity produced by a turbine at a rate equal to the cost that the power provider 
incurs to produce electricity itself. Customers that install a small wind system in an area with strong 
average wind speeds and that participate in incentive programs often breakeven within 15 years (Source: 
AWEA). With the right incentives, breakeven can be seen in as few as six years for residential purposes 
and six months for commercial users (e.g., cell tower applications in developing countries). Further, the 
small wind industry projects 30-fold growth within as few as five years, for a total installed capacity of 
1,700 MW, mainly due to the new 30% tax credit (Source: 2008 Annual Wind Industry Report). 
 
Helix Wind’s Technology 
 
Helix Wind aims to deliver simple, reliable, and cost-effective solutions for residential and commercial 
customers, particularly for locations with low or very high wind speeds. The Company now offers two lines 
of small wind turbines: (1) the S-line, which entails two Savonius turbine-based systems; and (2) the D-
line, which is composed of three Darrieus turbines. By offering two technology types of vertical axis 
products—Darrieus and Savonius VAWTs—Helix Wind and its distributors are able to address a greater 
variety of customer needs in vertical markets with different price points and levels of performance output. 
Helix Wind plans to continue to develop and expand its pipeline with acquisitions and collaborative efforts.  
 
To this extent, in August 2009, Helix Wind signed a non-binding Letter of Intent (LOI) to acquire the 
assets of Abundant Renewable Energy, LLC (ARE) and Renewable Energy Engineering, LLC (REE)—an 
initiative that could bring two more products to the Company’s turbine portfolio. ARE’s turbines, the 
ARE110 (2.5 kW) and the ARE442 (10 kW), could be the first HAWTs added to Helix Wind’s product line. 
These turbines operate quietly, are optimized for energy production in low wind sites, have direct grid-
connect capabilities without batteries, and have qualified for rebate programs in California, New York, and 
many other states. 
 
The Company’s products have several important features and benefits: aesthetic design and appeal; 
pricing for performance and payback; customer and distributor support; simple permit requirements; 
around-the-clock monitoring and data collection; application to a broad range of highly profitable related 
markets (e.g., liquids pumping); and reduced costs versus solar photovoltaic (PV) systems, one of the 
main competing renewable energy technologies. If properly placed and installed, Helix Wind believes that 
its systems can reduce or potentially eliminate an individual’s or business’s power bills, serving as an 
integral supplement to existing, conventional power systems and minimizing dependence on non-
renewable fuels.  
 
Key Partnership with Atoll Financial Group (AFG) to Offer Financing to Customers 
 
Helix Wind hopes to make the purchase of renewable energy more accessible to consumers in the 
current economic climate by offering financing options. As such, the Company established a partnership 
with Atoll Financial Group (AFG), a Washington, D.C.-based financial services company, which allows the 
Company to offer financing to its customers and distributors. Together, the companies are developing 
products and financing mechanisms that can assist individuals, small businesses, commercial users, and 
distributors that invest in Helix Wind’s small wind turbines. To the Company’s knowledge, it is the only 
small wind company to offer financing, providing a significant competitive advantage. 
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The Company’s S-line Turbines 
 
Helix Wind’s S-line wind turbines include the S322 and 
S594 models, which are scalable to each customer’s 
needs and modular to enable easy and affordable 
assembly, maintenance, and repair. The S322 model, as 
illustrated in Figure 1, is a VAWT designed for use by 
individuals and businesses in urban environments or in 
off-grid rural applications. The Company’s S594 turbine, 
which is double the size of the S322 model, delivers twice 
as much power and is designed for larger commercial 
applications that require more power than the base 
model. The S-line turbines catch wind from all directions 
through two long, helical blades and were created using 
Helix Wind’s novel, patent-pending design, which 
facilitates smooth power production. The S322 and S594 
turbines create electricity in winds as low as 10 mph and 
can be installed at lower heights than some competing 
small wind turbines—a characteristic that may make 
installation a safer, simpler, and less costly process. As 
well, the S-line turbines are safe for wildlife and produce 
little to no sound. They also work in winds up to 100 
mph—a significant advantage in areas with extreme 
weather conditions and unpredictable energy supply. 
 
To validate the performance of its S-line turbines, Helix Wind has completed proof-of-concept testing in a 
harsh, open desert environment and executed quantitative evaluation at NASA’s Langley Research 
Center—a wind tunnel designed to test full-sized aircraft and large-scale models. To further demonstrate 
the capabilities of its turbines, the Company is now evaluating its turbines under real world conditions 
against various leading small wind turbines—including machines manufactured by Mariah Power, Oy 
Windside Production Ltd, VENCO Power GmbH, Cleanfield Energy™ Corp. (AIR-TSX.V), Abundant 
Renewable Energy (ARE), and Southwest Windpower—at the Company’s test facility in California. Helix 
Wind is also seeking to certify its products internationally through Germanischer Lloyd (GL), an 
international inspection, certification, and technical consultancy company, which has accepted Helix 
Wind’s application for certification of its S322 and S594 wind turbines. Helix Wind has performed several 
case studies to estimate the payback period for the S-line models, which have shown that customers 
could reach breakeven in six months to 15 years.  
 
The first two production runs of Helix Wind’s S-line turbines (50 units each) have sold out, resulting in 
approximately $1 million in revenues. Presently, Helix Wind is on its third production run, of which 35% 
has been sold to date. 
 
D-line Turbines 
 
In September 2009, Helix Wind signed a definitive purchase agreement to acquire Germany-based 
VENCO, which has over 15 years of experience in VAWT development and testing. The Company is 
currently in the process of integrating VENCO’s VAWT turbines into its product portfolio. By offering two 
types of vertical axis products (the S-line and D-line), Helix Wind and its distributors are able to address a 
greater variety of customer needs in vertical markets with different price points and provide turbines with 
diverse levels of performance output and aesthetics. Pending the successful close of the acquisition in 
the fourth quarter 2009, Helix Wind’s product line could include three additional turbines: D100, D361, 
and D15000. The D100 model is designed for the most extreme environments and targeted toward 
research applications, off-grid facilities, and remote locations with harsh weather conditions. The D361 is 
marketed toward more urban applications, and the D15000 (the largest D-line turbine) is designed for 
community or commercial purposes. The blades of the turbines are composed of epoxy glass resin and 
the base (tower) is constructed with galvanized steel, a combination that enables the products to work 
reliably even under extreme conditions. In addition, the design of the D-line models facilitates virtually 
silent operation and does not include wearing parts, a characteristic that minimizes the need for 
maintenance. In Antarctica, a D100 turbine has been operating continuously for more than 10 years. 

Figure 1

Helix Wind, Corp.

S322

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.
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H-line Turbines 
 
On August 18, 2009, Helix Wind signed a non-binding LOI to acquire Abundant Renewable Energy, LLC 
(ARE) and Renewable Energy Engineering, LLC (REE)—an initiative that could bring two additional 
products to the Company’s turbine portfolio. ARE’s turbines, the ARE110 (2.5 kW) and the ARE442 (10 
kW), have quiet operation, are optimized for energy production in low wind sites, and are qualified for 
rebate programs in California, New York, and many other states. Some of the attributes of the ARE 
turbines include having direct grid-connect capabilities without the use of batteries, powerful blades, and 
efficient alternators, as well as quiet and reliable performance. The turbines can also be equipped with 
battery charging systems. Their turbines are considered to be the most efficient in the industry, with a 
35% Cp efficiency (the efficiency factor of the turbine), and give 50% more output than similar 
competitors. 
 
Smart Grid Solutions: Wind Turbine Monitoring System (WTMS) 
 
Helix Wind is focused on the development of products and technologies that promote transparency and 
accountability in the small wind market. In June 2009, the Company announced the addition of a smart 
grid application, called the Wind Turbine Monitoring System (WTMS), to its line of small wind products. 
The WTMS is compatible with all of Helix Wind’s turbines and manages the performance and uptime of 
the systems by monitoring, recording, and reporting measurements, including wind speed, turbine output, 
inverter data, generator and bearing temperatures, and generator frequency, among other variables. 
Once the information is collected, it is sent via the Internet to the Company’s Network Operating Center 
(NOC). The WTMS enables Helix Wind and the customer to monitor the performance and efficiency of the 
turbine in real time as well as to identify and resolve issues before they make a significant impact on the 
product’s performance. 
 

Small Wind Liquids Pumping Solutions 
 
Helix Wind is also working with strategic partners to develop small wind solutions that address several 
liquids pumping markets: (1) the water pumping industry for agricultural applications and off-grid drinking 
water purposes, particularly in developing countries in Africa and South America; and (2) the petroleum 
industry, where injection pumping is required at off-grid and remote locations. In July 2008, the Company 
entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with EDAL RE, Inc. (Energy Development 
Argentina Limited), a leading cell phone tower construction and services provider and renewable energy 
distributor in Argentina to develop irrigation and liquids pumping applications in South America. In June 
2009, Helix Wind entered into a strategic development partnership with CheckPoint™ Process Pumps & 
Systems, a Louisiana-based company that specializes in oil and gas refining and manufactures both 
electric and pneumatic (operated by air pressure) pumps. Helix Wind and CheckPoint™ are developing 
renewable energy-based liquids pumping solutions to address demand in the oil and gas industry for 
sustainable, clean energy at remote wellhead locations. Helix Wind expects to have a product in beta 
testing by January 2010. 
 
Oil and gas producers have become motivated to adopt renewable energy solutions due to several key 
factors: (1) increasing costs of finding and developing new oil and gas reserves; (2) higher demand for 
energy worldwide; (3) improving commercial feasibility of renewable energy; and (4) increasing 
recognition of renewable energy as a business opportunity (Source: Entrepreneur June 2007). For 
example, in 2008, BP p.l.c. (BP-NYSE) invested $1.4 billion in wind and solar energy, biofuels, and 
carbon capture and storage, identifying these technologies as areas with significant long-term growth 
potential. 
 
Additional Applications for Helix Wind’s Technology 
 
In addition to the aforementioned applications for Helix Wind’s products and technology, there are several 
emerging markets for small wind solutions that the Company is pursuing as it continues to diversify and 
broaden its product portfolio. For example, Helix Wind is pursuing the opportunity to power wireless 
communication base stations that may or may not be connected to local power grids, particularly in 
remote areas of South America, Africa, and the Middle East. To this extent, case studies designed and 
evaluated by Helix Wind have shown that, for a cell phone tower developer in India that was previously 
spending $30,000 annually to fuel a diesel generator, the payback period for two S594 units could be as 
little as six to nine months. 
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In addition, the Company believes that it could capitalize on the market for carbon credits—permits that 
allow the holder to emit one ton of carbon dioxide. The AWEA estimates that each small residential wind 
turbine can offset roughly 1.2 tons of air pollutants and 200 tons of greenhouse gas pollutants, such as 
carbon dioxide, over its life span. Because the Company’s turbines replace conventional energy sources 
for many years, carbon credits can be earned and sold over each project’s lifetime.  
 
Market Opportunity 
 
In recent years, renewable energy resources have received increased interest worldwide, as countries 
seek to minimize their impact on the environment and reduce their dependence on fossil fuels through the 
use of alternative energy sources. Currently, the four largest wind power producers in the world are the 
U.S., Germany, Spain, and China. In the U.S., the government has committed to double renewable 
energy over the next three years, supported by up to $30 billion in loan guarantees announced in July 
2009 for renewable energy projects from the DOE (depending on the applications and market conditions).  
 
The EERE’s 2008 Wind Technologies Market Report estimated that of the $45 billion invested in U.S. 
wind projects since the 1980s, approximately $16.4 billion (roughly 36%) was invested in 2008. This 
growth is largely attributable to several key elements: (1) increasing costs of fossil fuel and oil; (2) a long-
term demand for renewable sources domestically; (3) advancements in technology that streamline turbine 
production; and (4) a positive outlook for employment in turbine manufacturing (Source: SBI, a market 
research company, Wind Power in the U.S. and the World, 2009). Within the wind industry, the small wind 
sector in the U.S. has also grown significantly in recent years, as shown in Figure 2. In 2008, sales 
increased 72% over the 2007 period. Furthermore, the industry projects 30-fold growth for a total installed 
capacity of 1,700 MW within as little as five years primarily due to the new 30% federal investment tax 
credit passed by Congress in October 2008 and enhanced in February 2009. 
 

 
Corporate Information 
 
Helix Wind’s headquarters are located in San Diego, California. In total, the Company has 17 full- and 
part-time employees split between San Diego and Thailand, where Helix Wind’s turbines are 
manufactured. Helix Wind currently trades under the symbol “HLXW” on the Over-the-Counter Bulletin 
Board (OTC.BB) and is co-listed as “VUU1” on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. 
 

* These percentages represent growth over the 2007 to 2008 period.

GROWTH OF THE U.S. SMALL WIND MARKET

Figure 2

Source: the American Wind Energy Association's (AWEA) Annual Wind Industry Report (2008).
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Growth Strategy 
 
While in the process of completing a reverse merger in February 2009 with Clearview Acquisitions, the 
Company performed a strategic review of the small wind industry to identify and capitalize on market 
trends. After a thorough analysis of the sector, Helix Wind identified numerous emerging vertical 
markets—residential and commercial areas, billboards, ski resorts, cruise ships, oil and gas companies, 
and telecommunications businesses, among others—each with a different set of business dynamics and 
operating characteristics and, thus, requiring unique solutions. In light of this trend, Helix Wind developed 
a multifaceted growth strategy that takes advantage of the Company’s expertise in engineering, 
manufacturing and distribution, marketing, and branding and focuses on several key factors: (1) 
continued expansion and development of the Company’s product portfolio through acquisitions; (2) a two-
tiered sales approach and intensive marketing strategy to target and reach its diverse customer base; and 
(3) maintaining quality while reducing costs. By combining these elements, Helix Wind is able to sell cost-
effective, specific solutions to different vertical markets that match each entity’s unique operating 
characteristics and business models, while maintaining the level of support and service that is expected 
of a global consumer electronics company. 
 
Acquisitions 
 
Helix Wind seeks the technology, know-how, and assets required to build a global, world-class small wind 
solutions company. To do so, the Company is pursuing opportunities with reasonable entry costs, 
favorable economic terms, and high reserve potential relative to capital expenditures, in addition to 
technical data available that may be further developed using current technology. Inorganic acquisition 
growth allows Helix Wind to continue executing its business plan by being open to all products, markets, 
and solutions—versus having the belief that only one product, market, or solution is “best” for every 
customer—in the expansion of needed small wind solutions. The Company aims to develop a pipeline 
with a broad array of turbine technologies, which can be used by distributors to support a wide range of 
customer requirements in many vertical markets.  
 
The Company’s first acquisition target is VENCO Power GmbH, a small wind turbine developer based in 
Germany, with over 15 years of experience in VAWT development and testing. On September 3, 2009, 
Helix Wind signed a definitive purchase agreement to acquire VENCO for €2.75 million (nearly $3.9 
million), consisting of cash and Helix Wind Common Stock. The Company expects the acquisition to close 
during the fourth quarter 2009. VENCO’s product portfolio includes three Darrieus-type turbines, which 
are already available for sale through Helix Wind under a separate distribution agreement. VENCO’s 
technology complements that of Helix Wind as it can operate at a lower wind speed and has a 
comparative price point with slightly more efficiency. In addition to acquiring assets and technology, the 
VENCO agreement is expected to add personnel, including engineering staff, to Helix Wind’s existing 
team. Among other conditions, closing is dependent upon the receipt of audited financial statements of 
VENCO in accordance with U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) rules and the raise of at 
least $5 million by Helix Wind.  
 
Helix Wind has also signed a non-binding LOI to acquire the bankrupt business assets of Abundant 
Renewable Energy, LLC (ARE) and Renewable Energy Engineering, LLC (REE). If completed, the 
acquisition could add two small wind turbines to the Company’s existing product portfolio. The turbines, 
ARE110 (2.5 kW) and ARE442 (10 kW), are optimized for areas with low wind speeds and produce 
energy in a quiet, consistent, and reliable manner. Both turbines have qualified for rebate programs in 
New York, California, and other states. In addition to expanding Helix Wind’s product portfolio, the 
potential acquisition could add experience to the Company’s management team by gaining the expertise 
of Mr. Robert W. Preus, the founder and president of ARE, who has 25 years of experience with 
mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, and electro-mechanical systems and controls. Depending on select 
future earn-outs based on ARE’s financial projections, the price of the acquisition could range from $4 
million to $6.5 million in cash and Helix Wind Restricted Stock. The closing of the acquisition is expected 
to occur when Helix Wind completes financing, but before November 1, 2009. Prior to completion, the 
companies must negotiate and execute definitive agreements, perform due diligence, and receive court 
approval as the assets are being purchased out of bankruptcy. 
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Sales, Marketing, and Distribution 
 
Helix Wind has implemented a two-tiered marketing and sales approach to expand its current customer 
base: (1) a direct sales team to end users and installers, particularly for high-volume clients in the U.S.; 
and (2) indirect or channel sales with domestic and international resellers.  

 
 Direct Sales. Helix Wind is focused on a push strategy, emphasizing direct personal sales that cater 

solutions to the individual customer versus broad, impersonal mass media advertising. The Company 
has employed an in-house sales force to directly approach individuals, businesses, government 
enterprises, and developers, particularly those that are building communities of 20 to 1,000 homes. 
 

 Indirect or Channel Sales. The Company is using highly skilled and experienced domestic and 
international distributors and system integrators to reach residential and commercial markets. In 
locations with less attractive market potential or where local permitting or servicing is financially less 
attractive, Helix Wind is teaming up with resellers, distributors, and installers to broaden the 
Company’s geographic presence and to develop sales, permitting, construction, and post-sales 
support in these areas. With over 1,000 applications received to date, Helix Wind has selected 42 
companies that met a set of stringent criteria, which includes having an established business with a 
successful track record in the renewable energy industry. As the Company’s technology gains 
acceptance and relevant certifications are secured, Helix Wind also plans to enter into relationships 
with national distributors.  

 
Interactive Web-based Tool to Assist Helix Wind’s Distributors 
 
In the Company’s experience, a key obstacle in the small wind sales cycle is the complex, lengthy 
process of establishing answers to the various elements that affect a customer’s decision to purchase a 
system (e.g., installation costs, wind resources in the area, available incentives, payback period, local 
permitting restrictions, etc.). To address this issue and to facilitate retail sales by licensed resellers, Helix 
Wind is developing an interactive, online sales tool that allows resellers to quickly and easily customize 
sales presentations. The features of the proprietary web-based program are listed in Table 1. 
 

 
Marketing 
 
Helix Wind has developed an extensive marketing plan that focuses on return on investment. For each 
step in the process, the Company measures the success of the campaign against the amount of money 
invested. As part of the marketing strategy, Helix Wind is focused on brand development and recognition, 
with an emphasis on education and validation of performance. In particular, the Company plans to 
educate consumers on small wind products and their value, compare economic advantages of wind 
energy versus competing renewable energy technologies, and differentiate products by informing 
customers of the advantages and applications of various turbine types (e.g., horizontal-axis versus 
 

▪ Real-time topographic, state, and satellite maps of customer locations for accurate system siting

▪ Average annual wind speed at 10 meters for the customer’s location(s)

▪ Financial incentives and rebates (e.g., grants and loan programs)

▪ Local net metering rules, permitting issues, and interconnection standards

▪ Localized demographic data for key customer segments

▪ Stamped engineering drawings for installers

▪ Green power purchasing rules and mandatory green power requirements for utilities

▪ Equipment certification standards

▪ Green building initiatives

FEATURES OF HELIX WIND'S PROPRIETARY WEB-BASED SALES PROGRAM

Helix Wind, Corp.

Table 1

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.
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vertical-axis turbines). Helix Wind also intends to validate the performance of its products by evaluating its 
turbines against those developed by its competitors under real world conditions. The Company is 
presently planning to perform a comparative test of its turbines against other small wind technologies—
including machines manufactured by Mariah Power, Oy Windside Production Ltd, VENCO, Cleanfield 
Energy™ Corp., Abundant Renewable Energy (ARE), and Southwest Windpower. Helix Wind expects to 
receive data from this study in the second quarter 2010.  
 
Additional aspects of Helix Wind’s strategy to develop its brand image and increase brand recognition 
include an array of media relations efforts, public relations and investor relations outreach opportunities, 
and Internet marketing campaigns. An overview of the Company’s marketing channel strategy is provided 
in Figure 3. 
 

 
In August 2009, Helix Wind retained Stern & Co. to provide media relations and public relations services 
to the Company. Based in New York and founded in 1993, Stern & Co. is a communications firm that 
designs and implements media and public relations campaigns for public and closely held companies as 
well as for financial institutions. 
 
Additionally, in November 2008, the Company announced that it became an official renewable energy 
supplier of the 2008 BNP Paribas Davis Cup Finals between Argentina and Spain. Two Helix Wind model 
S322 (2 kW) turbines were deployed in Mar del Plata stadium as an example of an ecologically friendly 
way to use renewable energy. The new turbine design represented the latest technology in electricity 
generation and aesthetics. The wind energy converted to electricity was used to power the finals of the 
Davis Cup. 
 
Outsourcing 
 
To reduce costs while delivering high-quality products to its customers, Helix Wind has established 
relationships with several manufacturers in Asia that are Six Sigma and ISO 9000 compliant. The 
Company aims to keep costs low by assembling, testing, packaging, and shipping orders as they are 
received in order to maintain minimal inventory levels. To sustain quality, Helix Wind performs quality 
assurance and control tests in Bangkok, Thailand, and San Diego, California. Through its current 
suppliers, Helix Wind’s production capacity is roughly 10,000 units per year. However, the Company 
anticipates that its capacity level can be ramped up fairly quickly to accommodate higher levels of 
production.  
 

MARKETING CHANNEL STRATEGY

Helix Wind, Corp.

Figure 3

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.
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Intellectual Property 
 
Helix Wind’s intellectual property (IP) is covered by 42 claims in its pending patent application. The 42 
claims focus on three design areas, which help make the turbines commercially viable: (1) blade shape 
and structure; (2) blade-shaft attachment; and (3) control of the helical twist in the assembled turbine. The 
blade shape is a complex three-dimensional surface that affords energy capture characteristics in 
conjunction with inherent strength and stiffness. The claims cover how the transition between blades 
forms a smooth curve, which maintains the aerodynamic profile of the turbine and keeps the clean, 
aesthetic lines. The blade-shaft attachment and means of controlling the helical twist of the turbine are a 
set of interrelated components, which are covered by a series of claims in the application. These claims 
also cover the structure of the D Bracket, the shaft, and how they interconnect. 
 
A third-party independent counsel has provided a prior art review on a global basis, and all of the current 
concerns that have arisen have been addressed. The Company is preparing to file an amendment to that 
application with some of the new changes that have been made to the system. This amendment is still 
under review and Helix Wind does not expect to receive any news to this extent until year-end.  
 
The majority of IP that is significant around the design of Savonius rotors is already in the public domain. 
There are small pieces of IP as it relates to the blades, however, that mark distinguishing factors between 
companies. This IP is centered in trade secrets, staff, and the manufacturing process to make 
components durable, low cost, and light. The Company believes that there is also IP still available relating 
to power electronics. Helix Wind is pursuing this area aggressively through its acquisition strategy as well 
as through its development initiatives.  
 
U.S. Patents 
 
In February 2007, Helix Wind filed for several patents related to its distinctive blade design and 
construction. On September 3, 2009, the Company received the First Office Action from the U.S. Patent 
and Trademark Office’s (USPTO) in its U.S. case. The due date to respond to this Office Action is 
December 3, 2009. (This date can be extended until March 3, 2010, by paying monthly extension fees.)  
 
U.S. Trademarks 
 
The following U.S. trademarks have been awarded to Helix Wind: 
 
 HELIX WIND; and 
 
 E2 ENERGY REVOLUTION. 
 
Worldwide Patents and Trademarks 
 
Helix Wind filed for global patent and trademark protection under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) in 
the first quarter 2008 in selected regions where high potential markets have been identified. Filing patent 
applications under the PCT enables the Company to seek patent protection simultaneously in 141 
countries. Although the PCT does not grant an international patent, it facilitates the process of obtaining a 
patent in each member country. The PCT also provides additional benefits to the applicant, including 
priority over more recent third-party applications.  
 
To date, Helix Wind’s PCT application (WO/2008/100580), titled Wind-Driven Electricity Generation 
Device with Segmented Savonius Rotor, has received a preliminary opinion to which Helix Wind 
responded. The Company is presently awaiting action on its response. 
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Company Leadership 
 
Management 
 
Helix Wind possesses a management team with “Blue Chip” experience, where each member has been 
part of a larger company that understands such operating systems and procedures, and accordingly, can 
execute these systems on a global basis. Table 2 summarizes Helix Wind’s key management, followed by 
detailed biographies. 
 

 
Ian Gardner, Chief Executive Officer and Director  
 
Mr. Gardner’s early career included extensive international private power work on Duke Energy 
Corporation’s (DUK -NYSE)  development team, acquiring and building large-scale generation and 
distribution projects in Latin America, Australia, China, and Southeast Asia. Subsequently, Mr. Gardner 
was the lead analyst for the Boston Consulting Group’s International Energy and Utilities practice group in 
San Francisco, where he lived and worked in Latin America, Europe, and Australia on projects in the 
electric and natural gas industries. After completing an MBA from the University of California, Los Angeles 
(UCLA), Mr. Gardner’s focus shifted to technology. He led several startups in the broadband media and 
wireless spaces, collectively raising over $10 million in funding. Two years of business planning and 
development work with the Esalen Institute in Big Sur rounded out a solid business background with 
exposure to sustainable technologies and construction as well as the human development sector. Mr. 
Gardner holds a B.S. in pre-medicine from Davidson College in North Carolina and an MBA with a focus 
on technology and entrepreneurial studies from UCLA’s Anderson School. 
 
Scott Weinbrandt, Chairman of the Board and President 
 
Mr. Weinbrandt has roughly 25 years of high-tech and venture capital experience in large corporate, 
startup, and entrepreneurial environments. Prior to joining Helix Wind, Mr. Weinbrandt was the founder, 
chief executive officer (CEO), and chairman of GoPaperless Solutions, Inc., a hardware and software 
solutions provider for encrypted signature technology. Prior to GoPaperless, Mr. Weinbrandt was an 
entrepreneur in residence for CONNECT, a San Diego, California-based nonprofit focused on coaching 
and mentoring startup companies in building and executing a business plan, then supporting these 
companies in raising both personal and institutional capital funding. Prior to CONNECT, he was senior 
vice president of the business division and company officer of Gateway, Inc. (now part of Acer Inc.) Mr. 
Weinbrandt’s division was responsible for generating approximately $1.7 billion in revenues for Gateway 
and was one of the company’s only profitable divisions during this period. The division was composed of 
sales, marketing, operations, supply chain management, product development, manufacturing, finance, 
and business development. Before Gateway, Mr. Weinbrandt held senior executive positions with Dell 
Computer Corporation (DELL-NASDAQ). Over his 10-year period with Dell, Mr. Weinbrandt was 
responsible for starting and running the Enterprise Computing division, taking it from zero to 24% market 
share in 36 months, becoming the number one market share holder in the enterprise computing market. 
He then went on to run the K-12 education division, where he led the company to surpass International 
Business Machines Corp. (IBM-NYSE) and Apple Inc. (AAPL-NASDAQ) as providers of computing 
solutions to K-12 institutions to achieve the number one market share position. In addition, Mr. 
Weinbrandt was responsible for running Dell’s Venture Capital Group for the public sector for 12 months,  
 

Ian Gardner Chief Executive Officer and Director

Scott Weinbrandt Chairman of the Board and President

Kevin Claudio Chief Financial Officer

Steve Polaski Vice President Manufacturing Operations

Paul Ward Director of Channel Sales

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.

Table 2

Helix Wind, Corp.

MANAGEMENT
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leading the company’s investment strategies in this market. Mr. Weinbrandt has also consulted for Solana 
Capital Partners in raising capital in high-tech, medical, and software markets. In addition, he has held 
Board positions with MiNT and MeltroniX Corporation (MTNX-OTC.BB). Mr. Weinbrandt’s experience in 
direct and indirect sales, marketing, product development, manufacturing, supply chain management, and 
customer service and support brings a wealth of knowledge to Helix Wind. Mr. Weinbrandt holds a B.S. in 
computer science from San Diego State University. 
 
Kevin Claudio, Chief Financial Officer 
 
Mr. Claudio is an experienced financial executive with extensive knowledge in accounting/financial 
management, as well as business development and operations. He has been chief financial officer (CFO) 
of Helix Wind since December 1, 2008. For two years beginning in 2006, Mr. Claudio was the CFO of 
Remote Surveillance Technologies, a full-service electronic security company with remote video 
monitoring. He managed and successfully executed a reverse merger transaction and completed the 
initial capital raise. From 2004 to 2005, his financial experience included the role of CFO for cVideo, a 
spinoff of Cubic Corporation that developed software-based integrated digital video applications and 
surveillance and loss prevention systems solutions for commercial and security applications. Mr. Claudio 
was previously the vice president and CFO of a Titan subsidiary from 1999 to 2003 that successfully 
completed an initial public offering (IPO) in 2001 with a NASDAQ listing. He played a key role, along with 
the CEO, in all phases of the IPO process. In addition, for almost 10 years, Mr. Claudio was employed by 
General Dynamics Corp. (GD-NYSE). His latest position with General Dynamics was as the controller of 
the Convair Division, which had revenues of approximately $500 million. Mr. Claudio graduated from 
Fairmont State College in Fairmont, West Virginia, with a B.S. in accounting, and is also a Certified Public 
Accountant (California-inactive). 
 
Steve Polaski, Vice President Manufacturing Operations 
 
Over Mr. Polaski’s 27-year career, he has developed a broad range of technical and management skills 
related to offshore manufacturing of complex and high-quality mechanical and electronic parts. His 
engineering experience began at Kollsman Instrument Company and Avco Systems Division, where he 
designed test equipment for sophisticated avionics and electronics systems. Ten years with Raytheon 
Company (RTN-NYSE) allowed him to expand his skills and take on more responsibility, moving from test 
equipment engineering manager to director of manufacturing with responsibility for operations exceeding 
$300 million annually, 200 employees, and ISO 9002 and Total Quality Management (TQM) 
implementation and management. Between 1999 and 2005, Mr. Polaski worked for Signal Technology 
Corporation and Endwave Corporation (ENWV-NASDAQ), establishing solid business partnerships with 
Asian suppliers for all manufacturing needs of those companies and setting up their offshore 
manufacturing business units, while focusing on cutting costs and significantly improving overall gross 
margins. In late 2005, he founded East West Consulting, a $15 million (revenues) outsourced 
manufacturing service provider for international companies that specializes in the offshore supply of 
mechanical parts and full, turnkey, low-cost production solutions. Mr. Polaski earned a BSEE magna cum 
laude from the University of Massachusetts, Lowell, and has completed MSEE and MBA graduate work at 
the University of New Hampshire and New Hampshire College. 
 
Paul Ward, Director of Channel Sales 
 
Mr. Ward has spent the majority of his career to date with Solar Turbines Inc., a gas turbine manufacturer 
with over 5,000 employees worldwide that is a wholly owned subsidiary of Caterpillar Inc. (CAT-NYSE). 
He began his career as a commissioning specialist, mainly in the Far East, working on the facilities of 
many of the major independent and national oil and gas companies. He then spent a number of years 
marketing and selling aftermarket services to Solar’s customers globally from Egypt to Australia. In 2002, 
Mr. Ward was invited to move to Solar’s headquarters in San Diego to be trained as a “Six Sigma Black 
Belt” as part of Caterpillar’s worldwide quality program rollout. His next assignment was with the 
Reciprocating Engine division of Caterpillar for the power generation industry, where he had responsibility 
for customer services for the Americas, Europe, Africa, and the Middle East. Finally, Mr. Ward joined the 
marketing department in San Diego with responsibility for Solar’s Machinery Renewal and Upgrade 
business division. Mr. Ward has gathered extensive experience from technical services to sales, 
marketing, and operations management for an industry-leading manufacturer in an international setting. 
Mr. Ward holds a B.E. (mechanical) from University College Dublin (UCD) and an MBA from the UCD 
Michael Smurfit Graduate Business School. 
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Board of Directors 
 
Helix Wind’s Board of Directors oversees the conduct of and supervises the Company’s management. 
Table 3 provides a summary of Board members, followed by detailed biographies. 
 

 
Scott Weinbrandt, Chairman of the Board and President  
 
Biography on pages 12-13.  
 
Ian Gardner, Chief Executive Officer and Director 
 
Biography on page 12.  
 
Gene Hoffman, Jr., Board Member 
 
Mr. Hoffman is cofounder, chairman of the Board, and CEO of Vindicia, Inc., which was founded in 2003 
to address the need for on-demand subscription management solutions for online merchants. Prior to 
Vindicia, he was cofounder, president, CEO, and a director of EMusic from January 1998 to June 2002. 
As head of EMusic, Mr. Hoffman was a highly visible advocate for the distribution of music on the 
Internet, having been featured on the cover of Forbes magazine and named one of the 100 most 
influential entrepreneurs in technology in Upside magazine’s “Elite 100” from November 2000. Mr. 
Hoffman led the acquisition of EMusic by Vivendi/Universal in June 2001. He holds a patent for his work 
with HTTP stream interception technology. Before founding EMusic, Mr. Hoffman was director of business 
development and director of interactive marketing of Pretty Good Privacy (PGP Corporation). Mr. Hoffman 
joined Pretty Good Privacy after it acquired PrivNet, Inc., an Internet privacy software company, where he 
was cofounder, director, and executive vice president. He attended the University of North Carolina. Mr. 
Hoffman also serves on various nonprofit Boards. 
 

Scott Weinbrandt Chairman of the Board and President

Ian Gardner Chief Executive Officer and Director

Gene Hoffman, Jr. Board Member

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Table 3

Helix Wind, Corp.
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Core Story 
 
In an era of increasing global demand for energy—complicated by a decline in non-renewable fossil fuel 
sources (e.g., oil, coal, and gas), heightened environmental concerns, and volatile oil and gas prices—
renewable energy resources are becoming an important element in energy production worldwide. Many 
countries are placing an increased emphasis on producing power with inexhaustible resources—water, 
solar, wind, geothermal, and biomass, among others—which includes setting timelines and goals for 
renewable energy production and infusing billions of dollars in support of these technologies.  
 
Helix Wind, Corp. (“Helix Wind” or “the Company”) is a global renewable energy company engaged in the 
design, manufacture, and sale of small wind turbines that generate 300 watts (W) to 50 kilowatts (kW) of 
clean electricity. The Company promotes energy independence through the use of wind power—an 
abundant, renewable, emissions-free energy source that can be employed on large and small scales. 
Helix Wind’s product line currently entails two varieties of vertical-axis wind turbines (VAWTs), with the 
addition of a horizontal-axis wind turbine (HAWT) line expected imminently. Each design addresses a 
unique set of market needs. The Company is actively pursuing acquisitions that broaden its portfolio and 
enable it to target an even greater variety of consumer segments in the small wind market. Helix Wind is 
also developing products and technologies that promote transparency and accountability within the small 
wind market. To this extent, the Company has created a Wind Turbine Monitoring System (WTMS) for its 
turbines, which monitors, records, and reports an array of measurements from the turbine site. This 
product not only provides numerical values and concrete data supporting the performance of the turbine, 
but also enables Helix Wind to identify and resolve issues before valuable production time is lost.  
 
Helix Wind believes that it is differentiated from other entities in the small wind space because of the 
following: (1) a deep technical understanding of small wind technologies and applications; (2) low-cost, 
high-quality operations that are Six Sigma and ISO 9000 compliant; (3) an experienced global distribution 
network; and (4) a focus on selling solutions, not technology. As part of Helix Wind’s commitment to 
provide solutions to its customers and in light of the current economic climate, which has led to tighter 
lending and credit markets, the Company recently engaged Atoll Financial Group (AFG), a financial 
services company, to develop products and financing mechanisms that make small wind turbines more 
accessible to consumers.  
 
WIND POWER 
 
Wind is created by the uneven heating of the Earth’s surface by the sun and is considered to be a form of 
solar energy. Wind is also affected by the irregularities of the Earth’s surface as well as the rotation of the 
Earth. Land and water absorb the heat of the sun at different rates. Air that is located above land heats up 
more rapidly than air over water during the day. As a result, the warmer air expands and rises and is 
quickly replaced by air that is cooler and denser. However, at night, the flow of wind is reversed, as air 
over land cools at a faster pace than that over water. Wind power is considered to be a renewable energy 
source—as it is created by the sun and is inexhaustible—that can be used on both large and small scales 
to power millions of homes and businesses (Source: the U.S. Department of Energy’s [DOE] National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory [NREL]). Energy harnessed from the wind is also free of emissions, 
indicating that it does not emit pollutants as is frequently seen with conventional energy sources. 
Depending on the customer’s needs, a wind turbine may be used independently as a stand-alone system 
or it can be interconnected with the utility grid. Although the majority of the energy is used onsite, excess 
electricity generated by the turbine can be fed into distribution lines to strengthen the electric grid. 
 
Like traditional windmills, turbines were created to harness the energy of the wind by collecting its kinetic 
energy. Turbines typically have two to three blades that are aerodynamically designed to turn as easily as 
possible. As the blades turn, they cause a shaft to spin, which is connected to a generator. The 
mechanical energy captured from the wind can be turned into electricity by the generator or used for 
specific tasks (e.g., grinding grain or pumping water). In general, there are four main factors that 
collectively determine how much electricity can be produced by a turbine—wind velocity, blade radius, 
tower height, and air density, as described in Table 4 (page 16). Power in the wind is a cubic function; 
thus, being able to continue operating at high wind speeds (above 20 m/s [44.7 mph]) can have a 
significant impact on annual energy production. To the Company’s knowledge, Helix Wind’s S-line 
systems are one the few turbines that can continue working in wind speeds up to 100 mph. 
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Wind Resources 
 
The available wind resources in the U.S. are believed to be capable of powering every home and 
business in the nation (Source: the DOE’s Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy [EERE], 
20% Wind Energy by 2030, July 2008). However, not all locations are appropriate for wind energy 
development. Prior to installing a wind energy system, it is important to assess the area’s wind resource 
and approximate the available energy, as this estimate is crucial to the economic success of the project. 
To assist in this effort and to determine the locations that are best suited for development, the EERE’s 
Wind and Hydropower Technologies Program is working with the NREL and other organizations to 
evaluate and map the wind resources in the U.S. that are found 50 meters (m) to 100 m above ground. 
Figure 4 illustrates the annual average wind resource estimates in the U.S. at 50 m. While sufficient wind 
resources are scattered throughout the U.S. and offshore, the Midwestern region (from Texas to North 
Dakota) is particularly rich in wind energy at 50 m. At an elevation of 100 m, wind resources are even 
more prevalent throughout the nation. Based upon both the 50 m and 100 m estimates, the EERE 
approximates that the wind resources in the U.S. are capable of supporting the current electricity 
demands of the country several times over. 
 

 

U.S. WIND RESOURCE MAP (AT 50 METERS)

Figure 4

Source: NREL <www.nrel.gov>.

Wind Power Classification
Wind
Power 
Class

Resource 
Potential

Wind Power 
Density at 
50 m (W/m2)

Wind 
Speed*
at 50 m 
(m/s)

Wind 
Speed*
at 50 m 
(mph)

3
4
5
6
7

Fair
Good
Excellent
Outstanding
Superb

300 - 400
400 - 500
500 - 600
600 - 800
800 - 1600

6.4 - 7.0
7.0 - 7.5
7.5 - 8.0
8.0 - 8.8
8.8 - 11.1

14.3 - 15.7
15.7 - 16.8
16.8 - 17.9 
17.9 - 19.7
19.7 - 24.8

* Wind speeds are based on a Weibull k value of 2.0. 
Weibull distribution is a statistical tool that estimates how 
often winds of different speeds are seen at a location with 
a specific average (mean) wind speed.

Source: National Geographic Society.

▪ Air Density.  The density of the air affects the amount of kinetic energy the wind applies to a rotor. Heavier, 
denser air exerts more kinetic energy on a turbine, thus producing more electricity. Altitude is a factor in air 
density. Air at sea level is heavy, driving rotors more efficiently than higher-altitude areas with lighter air.

FACTORS THAT DETERMINE A TURBINE'S ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION CAPABILITY

Table 4

▪ Wind Velocity.  Low wind speeds (e.g., below 8 mph) are not conducive to energy production via turbines. 
Generally, stronger winds produce more energy (to an extent). Many turbines cannot operate at speeds above 55 
mph due to the risk of damage. Peak power often occurs between 25 mph and 55 mph. 

▪ Blade Radius. The size of the vertical disk created by the rotating blades (or “swept area”) also affects 
electricity production. The larger the area to capture wind, the greater the yield. In some instances, doubling the 
diameter of the blade or rotor diameter can create up to four times more power.

▪ Tower Height.  In general, taller turbines are often more efficient as they can reach the greater winds found at 
higher altitudes and are less subject to turbulence.
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To reach improved wind resources at higher altitudes and to avoid turbulence, turbines can be mounted 
on towers. The height of the tower often depends on the electricity-generating capacity of the turbine. 
Wind turbines with roughly 250 W capacities could be mounted on a 30- to 50-foot tower, whereas a 10 
kW turbine may require an 80- to 120-foot tower (Source: the American Wind Energy Association 
[AWEA]).  
 
Climate Change 
 
The term “climate change” refers to seasonal changes occurring in a specific region over many years that 
impact the world’s natural ecosystems as well as the economies and cultures that rely on them for food, 
shelter, and other resources. Although climate change can refer to any long-term changes that occur over 
decades up to millions of years, recent usage of the term alludes to modern climate variances caused by 
decades of fossil fuel burning and excessive deforestation. These human activities have increased the 
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases—carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, nitrous oxide, and 
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), among others. The increasing levels of several of these greenhouse 
gases over the past several centuries are shown in Figure 5. Greenhouse gases are necessary to life on 
Earth as they trap the sun’s heat within the atmosphere, allowing the surface of the Earth to remain 
warmer than it otherwise would be. If greenhouse gas concentrations remain relatively stable over time, 
the energy that enters the Earth’s atmosphere roughly equals the energy sent back into space, and thus 
the Earth’s surface temperature remains relatively constant (Source: the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration [EIA]).  
 

 
Over the past several hundred years, greenhouse gases have become increasingly prevalent in the 
atmosphere, offsetting the natural atmospheric balance that allows the temperature of the Earth’s surface 
to remain somewhat constant. As a result, the Earth’s temperature has surpassed historic levels, 
particularly in recent years. Since the first records of annual temperature data were taken in 1880, the 10 
warmest years on record have occurred between 1997 and 2008, according to data from the NASA 
Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS). For each 10-year period since 1880, the annual combined 
global land and ocean surface temperature has increased by roughly 0.09°F. However, over the past 
three decades, this rate has increased to approximately 0.29°F, causing a more rapid increase in annual 
temperatures than seen in the past several centuries (Source: the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Association [NOAA] January 2009). 
 
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Emissions 
 
In addition to rising temperatures, additional aspects of the climate are also changing, including more 
precipitation, reduced snow and ice cover, higher sea levels, and elevated ocean acidity due to greater 
CO2 concentrations. In particular, sea levels are expected to rise 7 to 23 inches over the course of the 
century, with an additional four to eight inches possible as higher temperatures continue to cause glaciers 
to melt (Source: National Geographic Society). In coastal regions with flat terrain, an increase in sea level 
could move the shoreline many miles inland, causing potentially catastrophic damage to the communities 
and infrastructures in these areas.  

Note: Measurements shown are from ice cores (from various studies) and atmospheric samples.

ATMOSPHERIC CONCENTRATIONS OF CARBON DIOXIDE, METHANE, AND NITROUS OXIDE SINCE 1750

Figure 5

Source: the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2007.
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CO2 can be emitted in a number of ways, including through both natural processes and human activities. 
Natural processes that release CO2 include volcanic activity, decomposition, and respiration by aerobic 
organisms, among others. Emissions released from these activities are kept in balance through “sinks”—
physical, chemical, or biological systems that absorb and store more carbon than they release (e.g., plant 
photosynthesis and oceanic processes). The process by which carbon is continuously taken up by plants 
and animals and returned to the environment is called the carbon cycle. When in balance, the amount of 
emissions and removals of carbon from this cycle are roughly equivalent.  
 
However, in the last several centuries, certain human activities have increased atmospheric CO2 levels: 
(1) burning fossil fuels for transportation, heating, and electricity; (2) producing cement; (3) burning 
forests; and (4) clearing land. These actions have offset the natural balance of the carbon cycle, leading 
to higher concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere versus preindustrial levels. Prior to the Industrial 
Revolution, concentrations of CO2 were roughly 280 parts per million (ppm). As of July 2009, data from 
the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory’s observatory in Mauna Loa, Hawaii, demonstrated that 
this figure has increased 38% to nearly 388 ppm. At present rates of fossil fuel burning, experts anticipate 
that CO2 concentrations could nearly double from preindustrial levels by 2050, when levels are expected 
to reach 560 ppm. This increase in CO2 could correlate with temperatures that are 3.6°F to 9°F above 
preindustrial levels (Source: Encyclopædia Britannica Online). Figure 6 illustrates the historical carbon 
dioxide concentrations over thousands of years, as well as the significantly increased concentrations 
seen in recent years. 
 

 
Global Energy Demand and Market Factors 
 
The two factors that largely impact the global demand for energy are the world’s population and 
technology—the knowledge, experience, and equipment used by humans to produce services and 
convert resources. The combination of population and modern technology determines both the level and 
character of human activity. As of August 2009, the global population was nearly 6.8 billion. The United 
Nations expects the population to expand to between 8 billion and 10.5 billion people worldwide by 2050. 
Based on current population estimates, these projections represent approximately a 17.6% to 54.4% 
increase in population over slightly more than 40 years, a change that could have a significant impact on 
the global demand for energy. Currently, the majority of the global energy demand is met through fossil 
fuels, such as oil, coal, and natural gas, which are non-renewable and thus have limited supply. The 
World Resources Institute, an environmental think tank, predicts that these non-renewable resources—in 
due course—will likely become scarce and costly. As such, the transition toward renewable energy 
sources that are inexhaustible is an important element in meeting the rising global energy demand.  

Sources: the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA).

Thousands of Years Before Today (0 = 1950)     Monthly Mean CO2 at Mauna Loa

Figure 6
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The EIA estimated global energy consumption to be roughly 472 quadrillion Btu in 2006. In May 2009, 
the EIA forecast worldwide demand to increase by 44% to approximately 678 quadrillion Btu in 2030, as 
shown in Figure 7. Although member countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) have the most established energy infrastructures in the world, the increase in 
global energy demand is expected to be largely fueled by non-OECD countries, including Brazil, Russia, 
India, and China. In addition, while the demand for renewable sources of energy and nuclear power are 
expected to increase during the next several decades, as illustrated in Figure 8, fossil fuels are forecast to 
have a continuing role in supplying energy to the world beyond 2030. As a result, global energy-related 
CO2 emissions are expected to increase from 29 billion metric tons in 2006 to over 40 billion metric tons 
in 2030, a trend that could continue to increase the concentrations of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere (Source: EIA’s International Energy Outlook 2009). A transition to more emissions-free 
sources of energy, such as wind, solar, and nuclear power, could reduce the negative environmental 
impacts caused by non-renewable energy sources.  
 

 
OVERVIEW OF THE SMALL WIND SECTOR 
 
The success of the commercial wind industry has driven significant advances in small wind turbine 
technology, leading to the development of systems that are more reliable, quieter, safer, and less costly 
than previous generations. Whereas larger projects have a capacity beyond 100 kW and are capable of 
powering multiple homes and buildings, small wind turbines typically generate less than 100 kW of 
electricity and are used to meet the demands of a home, farm, ranch, or small business. Within the small 
wind category, turbines designed for residential purposes typically have a capacity between 1 kW and 10 
kW, while the capacity for commercially used systems may range from 22 kW to 100 kW (Source: 
AWEA’s 2008 Annual Wind Industry Report). 
 
In contrast to small wind technologies of the past, which were used by farmers to power lights, radios, 
and kitchen appliances, modern small wind turbines are being used to bring electricity to remote locations 
as well as to provide an independent, clean, and affordable alternative to electricity generated from fossil 
or nuclear sources (Source: AWEA). The transfer to renewable energy sources, such as small wind, can 
help to reduce demand for fossil fuels, which could ultimately lessen the U.S.’s dependence on foreign 
fuel while simultaneously minimizing damage caused to the environment by carbon emissions from these 
non-renewable energy sources (Source: the State Energy Conservation Office of Texas).  
 
In addition, homeowners, farmers, ranchers, and small businesses can use small wind to generate their 
own power, potentially stabilizing their electricity supply and reducing the cost of electric bills. Helix Wind 
believes that its systems have the potential to reduce or even eliminate an individual’s or business’s 
power bills. To achieve savings of such levels, the DOE recommends that select criteria are met prior to 
installation, including but not limited to those in Table 5 (page 20). 

WORLD MARKETED ENERGY USE BY FUEL 
TYPE, 1980 TO 2030

Figure 8

Sources: the EIA's "International Energy Annual 2006" 
and World Energy Projections Plus (2009).

Sources: the EIA's "International Energy Annual 2006" 
and World Energy Projections Plus (2009).
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Presently, the U.S. serves as an industry leader for both sales and production levels of small wind 
systems. In 2008, U.S. small wind companies collectively held roughly half of the global market share for 
the small wind sector. In addition, approximately one-third of more than 200 worldwide manufacturers of 
small wind turbines are located within the U.S. (Source: AWEA’s 2008 Annual Wind Industry Report). 
Based on the country’s wind resources, industry experts estimate that small wind systems could be used 
in roughly 60% of the U.S. (Source: the State Energy Conservation Office of Texas). 
 
Economics of Small Wind Systems 
 
There are two components of a small wind system that impact the total cost to own: (1) one-time 
installation costs, which include the price paid for the complete system, costs for delivery and permits, 
installation charges, professional fees, and taxes; and (2) operating expenses, such as maintenance and 
repair. The initial purchase price of a small wind turbine is often based on the unit’s power capacity. 
Presently, the AWEA estimates that the initial investment for a grid-connected small wind turbine is 
approximately $3,000 to $6,000 per kilowatt. The amount of time that it takes for a small wind customer to 
fully recoup the cost of a turbine is dependent upon the type of system purchased; wind availability; costs 
of electricity, usage, and financing; and the available incentives (e.g., state and federal rebates or tax 
credits). For example, as part of the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, the U.S. government 
is offering a 30% tax credit on the cost of a small wind system if it is installed and ready for use by 
December 31, 2016. Individuals and businesses that install a small wind system in a location with strong 
average wind speeds and that also participate in incentive programs often breakeven within 15 years 
(Source: AWEA). 
 
An additional element in minimizing the time to breakeven is net metering, a process that allows 
customers to use excess energy produced from their renewable energy generator to spin their existing 
home or business electricity meter backward. In essence, the customer can use the net metering program 
to store additional electricity produced by the turbine until it is needed. Thus, because excess energy 
does not go to waste, the customer is achieving full retail value for every kilowatt produced. As of May 
2008, net metering was offered in 42 states and in Washington, D.C. (Source: the Interstate Renewable 
Energy Council). In combination with available state and federal incentives, net metering can serve as a 
valuable tool to reduce the amount of time it takes to recoup small wind investments. Small wind 
customers may also be aided through legislation in the National Energy Policy Act of 1992 and the Public 
Utilities Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 (PURPA), whereby owners of systems that are grid-connected may 
be eligible to receive a small tax credit for electricity sold back to the utility.  
 
Feed-in Tariffs 
 
Feed-in tariffs, a style of incentives adopted by Germany to encourage use of renewable energy, are 
becoming increasingly popular. Under the German feed-in tariff legislation, renewable energy 
technologies are guaranteed interconnection with the electricity grid and are paid a premium rate that is 
designed to generate a reasonable profit for investors over a 20-year term. In essence, the local utility 
must purchase the electricity produced from one’s turbine at a predetermined rate—sometimes this rate 
could be as much as $0.22/kWh (significantly affecting paybacks). The rates are differentiated by 
technology such that each renewable resource type (e.g., solar, wind, biomass, etc.) can be developed 
profitably. Should this trend continue, it is likely to significantly increase the popularity and adoption of 
these technologies. 

▪ The property has a good wind resource 

▪ Local zoning codes or covenants permit turbines

▪ The user is able to determine how much electricity is needed or desired

▪ The turbine makes economic sense for the home or business owner as a long-term investment

▪ The user's electricity bills are $150 or greater per month

CRITERIA TO EVALUATE A POTENTIAL SMALL WIND TURBINE SITE

Table 5

Source: EERE.
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As a point of reference, the German feed-in tariff has caused considerable growth among the renewable 
energy market over the past decade. Germany leads the market for photovoltaic (PV) systems and wind 
energy, more than doubling its national supply of renewable electricity between 2000 and 2007, and 
meeting its 2010 target of 12.5% renewable electricity three years ahead of schedule (Source: Böhme et 
al., 2008). As well, the majority of EU countries have adopted feed-in tariffs and the policy is diffusing to 
other countries around the world. In 2006, Ontario became the first government in North America to 
establish a set of European-style feed-in tariffs, called the Standard Offer Contract (Source: Ontario 
Power Authority). 
 
Types of Wind Turbines 
 
As illustrated in Figure 9, there are two basic types of modern wind turbines: (1) the horizontal-axis wind 
turbine (HAWT); and (2) the vertical-axis wind turbine (VAWT). Each category is named according to the 
axis around which its blades spin. HAWTs require non-turbulent wind from a single direction, whereas 
VAWTs can be used in areas with turbulent wind or air currents that blow from multiple angles. 
 

 
Horizontal-Axis Wind Turbines (HAWTs) 
 
HAWTs have an axis of rotation that is horizontal to the ground and almost parallel to the wind stream. 
These turbines are extensively used in commercial applications to extract power from the wind. HAWTs 
are divided into two categories: (1) upwind turbines, which use yaw drive mechanisms to keep the rotor 
facing the wind as the wind direction changes; and (2) downwind turbines, which have rotors on the sides 
of the tower that are sheltered from the wind and may not require a yaw mechanism. HAWTs have 
several advantages, including having a low cut-in speed, being easily protected through furling, and 
delivering a relatively high power coefficient. HAWTs also have several drawbacks. For example, the 
generator and gearbox of a HAWT are located over the tower, which makes service and repair more 
complex and costly. In addition, HAWTs must face the wind for the highest productivity levels, so many of 
these machines require a yaw mechanism that continuously positions the turbine toward the wind 
(Source: Wind Energy: Fundamentals, Resource Analysis, and Economics 2006).  
 
Vertical-Axis Wind Turbines (VAWTs) 
 
VAWTs have an axis of rotation that is vertical to the ground and almost perpendicular to the wind 
stream. A significant advantage of VAWTs is convenience; the generator and gearbox can be installed at 
ground level, which makes these turbines easy to service and repair. In addition, unlike HAWTs, which 
must face the wind to achieve maximum output and therefore must be equipped with a yaw mechanism, 

▪ Functions in wind from any direction

▪ Functions in turbulent or gusty winds

Figure 9

▪ Requires smooth, laminar wind flow 

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.

from a single direction

BASIC TYPES OF TURBINES

Helix Wind, Corp.

Horizontal-Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) Vertical-Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT)

Helix Wind's Savonius Design Helix Wind's Darrieus Design
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VAWTs can use wind from any direction and thus are suitable for areas with fast changes of wind 
direction. Depending on the design of the VAWT, these turbines can be propelled using lift or drag from 
the wind. Turbines operating via drag are considered to be somewhat less efficient than those that 
function via lift as they extract less of the wind’s power than similarly sized lift-type turbines. As such, they 
are often used when reliability, durability, or aesthetics is more important than efficiency. Common VAWT 
designs in the wind energy industry include the Savonius and Darrieus turbines, as described below. 
Helix Wind capitalizes on each of these industry designs for its product line. 
 
 Savonius. Composed of two half-cylinders arranged in an S-shape and mounted on a vertical shaft, 

the Savonius is a type of VAWT that uses air resistance (drag) to produce electricity. Although 
Savonius designs turn relatively slowly, they can start at low wind speeds and yield a high torque. In 
addition to generating electricity, this type of turbine can also be useful for grinding grain, pumping 
water, and many other processes. 
 

 Darrieus. Darrieus turbines are lift-based VAWTs that have two to four curved blades. Each blade is 
attached to both the top and the bottom of the axis to form an eggbeater-like design. Darrieus 
turbines often have improved efficiency over Savonius designs but still do not surpass the levels 
achieved by HAWTs. The Darrieus rotor may require an auxiliary starting system (e.g., a drive motor 
or a coupled Savonius rotor) as some designs cannot start on their own (Helix Wind’s designs, 
however, do self start). 

 
HELIX WIND’S TECHNOLOGY 
 
Helix Wind aims to deliver simple, reliable, and affordable solutions for residential and commercial 
applications with low to very high wind speeds. Presently, the Company offers several lines of small wind 
turbines: (1) the S-line, which entails two Savonius turbine-based systems; (2) the D-line, which is 
composed of three Darrieus turbines that are currently being integrated as a result of the pending VENCO 
acquisition; and (3) the H-line, including two HAWTs through the potential acquisition of Abundant 
Renewable Energy, LLC (ARE). The Company seeks to provide products that have the following benefits: 
 
 high aesthetic design and appeal; 
 
 pricing for performance and payback; 
 
 customer and distributor support;  
 
 a five-year basic warranty with additional warranty upgrades available; 
 
 simple permit requirements; 
 
 twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week monitoring and data collection; 
 
 application in a broad range of highly profitable related markets (e.g., liquids pumping); and 
 
 reduced costs versus solar photovoltaic (PV) systems. 
 
To help customers determine the benefits of installing a wind energy system, Helix Wind offers a 
comprehensive three- to four-month feasibility study of the potential installation site. The study collects 
wind speed data; evaluates local utility requirements and policies; analyzes government and utility-based 
tax incentives, grant programs, and low-cost loan opportunities; determines the optimal placement for a 
turbine; reviews building requirements and codes; and provides a cost/benefit analysis of costs versus 
expected production. The study can be performed for both residential and commercial sites, with costs 
starting at $1,500 and $5,000, respectively. If properly placed and installed, Helix Wind believes that its 
systems can reduce or potentially eliminate an individual’s or business’s power bills, serving as an 
integral supplement or replacement to existing, conventional power systems and minimizing dependence 
on non-renewable fuels. 
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The Company’s Savonius VAWT Turbines 
 
Helix Wind’s product line includes the S322 and S594 wind turbines (shown in Figure 10)—two Savonius-
based turbines that serve as pollution-free alternatives to conventional energy sources (e.g., fossil fuels). 
The S-line models were developed using the Company’s novel, patent-pending helical design, which 
enables smooth power production. Helix Wind’s turbines may be able to capture a larger share of the 
wind energy market as its turbines facilitate energy production in areas with low wind speeds, creating 
electricity in winds as low as 10 mph. The S322 and S594 turbines can be mounted up to 35 feet high. If 
necessary, Helix Wind’s turbines can also be installed at lower heights to accommodate urban settings.  
 

 
The Company’s S-line turbines catch wind from all directions through two long, helical blades made of 
aluminum alloy. As a result, no yaw control mechanism is required, unlike some conventional HAWTs. 
Helix Wind created the blades as sculptured curves in order to maximize the surface area exposed to the 
air. This design not only enables its turbines to harness a breeze from any direction but also produces 
substantial power using less wind. The contoured shape of the blades further minimizes the risk of harm 
to birds and other wildlife. Helix Wind’s S-line turbines may be installed at lower heights than some 
competing small wind turbines, with the aim of making installation a safer, simpler, and less costly 
process. Once installed, the Company’s turbines produce little to no sound (less than 5 decibels above 
ambient noise). 
 
As the wind blows, the scoop-like blades catch the current of air and force it through the turbine. The 
torque created from the turning blades then spins the generator, which in turn creates electricity that can 
be used to power a home, farm, or business. When the wind is not blowing or is below required limits, 
electricity from the traditional energy grid can be used to power the home, farm, or business as needed. 
In instances where the wind is blowing stronger than required, the energy produced could exceed the 
energy consumed. Depending on the policies of the local utility company, some small wind customers 
may be able to use the extra energy produced to lower their electricity usage meter, which could reduce 
the individual’s or business’s energy bill. The customer can also add a battery system to the turbine to 
store excess energy produced by the machine during high-wind periods. 

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.

THE COMPANY'S SAVONIUS DESIGN-BASED SMALL WIND TURBINES: S322 AND S594

Helix Wind, Corp.

Figure 10

S594

S322 S594
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Table 6 details several of the specifications of the Company’s two Savonius-based turbines, including the 
estimated kilowatt-hours (kWh) produced per year, the turbine’s overall height, the swept area covered 
by the blades, the wind speed required for the rotors to turn, and the size and type of generator included 
with the system.  
 

 
 S322 Wind Turbine. Helix Wind’s S322 model is a versatile small wind turbine designed for use by 

individuals and businesses in urban environments and for off-grid and liquids pumping applications 
(greater details provided on pages 29-30). The Company designed the S322 to endure a variety of 
environments and purposes ranging from the Canadian Shield to marine petroleum platforms to sub-
Saharan Africa agriculture pumps. The S322 is modular, enabling easy and affordable assembly, 
maintenance, and repair, and scalable to each customer’s needs. The unit is able to function under 
conditions that were previously prohibitive. In particular, the S322 can deliver smooth power and 
torque across a broad range of wind speeds as well as under difficult physical environments. As such, 
the S322 is best suited for locations with winds that are turbulent, gusty, 14 mph or greater, or that 
frequently change direction. The S322 system has a peak power of 2 kW. Excluding shipping and 
installation, the S322 retails for $7,500 in the U.S. and is priced between $7,500 and $11,000 in the 
EU. The first commercial application for an S322 system was at a redevelopment project in Barrio 
Logan, California. 
 

 S594 Wind Turbine. The Company’s S594 wind turbine is nearly double the size of the S322 model 
and delivers almost twice as much power. With a peak capacity of 4.5 kW, the S594 system is 
designed for larger commercial applications that require more power than the base model, such as 
medium to large buildings. An additional commercial use includes cell phone tower mounting (as 
described in greater detail on page 34). The S594 uses the same novel patent-pending design used 
in the S322 model, which enables the turbine to continue producing power through a variety of wind 
speeds and conditions. Exclusive of installation, the S594 is priced at $14,500 per unit in the U.S. and 
between $14,500 and $24,750 per unit in the EU. Helix Wind believes that its price is significantly less 
costly to European customers than comparable units produced in the EU. 

 

3.6 m/s (8 mph)

3.6 m/s (8 mph)
3.19 m2 

(34.33 ft2)

3.3 m 
(10.8 ft)

1,962

6.0 m 
(19.8 ft)

3,362

Sources: Helix Wind, Corp. and Crystal Research Associates, LLC.

* kWh/yr = Kilowatt-hours per year     ** The lowest wind speed at which a wind turbine begins producing usable power. 

Table 6

Savonius Turbines

kWh/yr*Model GeneratorCut-in Speed**
Overall 
Height

S-LINE SPECIFICATIONS

Helix Wind, Corp.

S594 Wind 
Turbine

5.88 m2 

(63.29 ft2)

Swept Area

S322 Wind 
Turbine

4.5 kW High-efficiency Permanent 
Magnet Generator

2 kW High-efficiency Permanent 
Magnet Generator
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As shown in Figure 11, wind power is a cubic function of 
wind speed such that, as wind speed increases, the 
amount of power that can be harnessed from the wind 
increases exponentially. As such, during seasonal periods 
with high wind speeds and gusts as a result of increased 
storm activity, it is important to have a wind turbine that 
can continue to operate, transforming the wind power into 
energy, without being damaged by strong winds. Helix 
Wind’s Savonius turbines are designed to withstand 
sustained winds up to 100 mph and gusts up to 150 mph. 
This feature distinguishes the Company’s products from 
various other small wind platforms, which may have to be 
shut down at high wind speeds. The ability of Helix Wind’s 
turbines to continue generating electricity during periodic 
storms with high wind speeds is an important factor as 
significant additional power can be produced annually. If 
winds exceeding 100 mph are anticipated, the Company’s 
Savonius turbines are equipped with a brake and can be 
shut down to prevent damage.  
 
Helix Wind’s Testing Programs 
 
Helix Wind designs, engineers, and tests its energy systems at facilities in California. To ensure that the 
system performs as intended, the Company tests each component within the system individually prior to 
assembly and installation. The performance data for the Helix Wind systems was collected from actual 
installed, functioning turbines, instead of being derived from a theoretical power curve created on a 
computer.  
 
To establish proof of concept, Helix Wind first tested its line of Savonius turbines in an open desert. The 
Company erected its S322 and S594 turbines using short towers mounted on temporary foundations. 
Helix Wind’s wind turbines were also connected to battery banks (for energy storage) with charge 
controllers—devices that regulate the voltage of a battery. In the desert, the S322 and S594 turbines 
were able to function properly in a harsh environment of high wind speeds, snow, and severe dust 
storms.  
 
Helix Wind has also performed quantitative testing in a controlled environment at the Langley Full-Scale 
Tunnel, a facility located at NASA’s Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia. The tunnel was built 
in 1930 to test full-sized aircraft and large-scale models. Presently, it is one of the few facilities in the U.S. 
that is capable of testing a large wind turbine. The procedure for the quantitative testing was designed 
through collaborative efforts between management at the Langley Full-Scale Tunnel, Wilkins Consulting, 
and an independent third-party observer (ViGYAN, Inc.). The data obtained from the procedure is 
considered to be traceable according to National Institute of Standards and Technology guidelines. The 
performance data is certified and has been verified by ViGYAN. As well, ViGYAN also prepared the final 
report on the quantitative analysis of Helix Wind’s turbines. The Company continues to test, develop, and 
enhance its turbines using the same rigorous procedures established during the independent, third-party 
testing at the Langley Full-Scale Tunnel.  
 
In addition, in July 2009, Helix Wind announced its plans to evaluate its turbines against various leading 
small wind turbines—including machines manufactured by Mariah Power, Oy Windside Production Ltd, 
VENCO Power GmbH, Cleanfield Energy™ Corp., Abundant Renewable Energy (ARE), and Southwest 
Windpower—at the Company’s test facility in eastern San Diego County. The testing procedures are 
compliant with AWEA’s standards for small wind testing, and an evaluation of the data is expected to be 
performed by an independent third party. The Company aims to use data from the comparative tests, 
which it expects to receive in the second quarter 2010, to assess each system’s performance under real 
world conditions. Helix Wind believes that this is the first study of its kind focused on VAWT performance. 
 

WIND POWER: THE CUBE OF WIND SPEED

Figure 11

Source: www.windpower.org.
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Collaborative Activities 
 

The Company entered into a non-binding Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) with Synergy in May 2008 to develop 
wind power solutions for high-rise commercial and residential 
projects. As part of the agreement, Synergy agreed to 
purchase approximately 1,000 VAWTs from Helix Wind over 
the next five years. Through a joint distribution agreement 
established in June 2009 with Synergy, Helix Wind is 
expected to deploy a total of 25 S594 systems at the 
Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation’s (OMRF) new 
“green” research tower, which is being constructed to add 
185,000 square feet of laboratory, administrative, and clinical 
research space to OMRF’s campus. OMRF held a 
groundbreaking ceremony in May 2009, where the 
organization unveiled one of Helix Wind’s S594 turbines, 
which was installed outside of the building. Installation of the 
remaining 24 turbines on the roof of the tower is anticipated to 
occur when the facility is completed in 2010. Collectively, the 
turbines are expected to generate 58,000 kWh of the tower’s 
electricity annually. A rendering of Helix Wind’s turbines on 
the roof of the OMRF research tower is provided in Figure 12. 

 
Global Certification 
 
Germanischer Lloyd (GL) has accepted Helix Wind’s application for certification of its S322 and S594 
wind turbines. Based in Hamburg, Germany, GL is an international inspection, certification, and technical 
consultancy company as well as a ship classification society. In order to certify Helix Wind’s turbines, GL 
must evaluate the Company’s products against the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 
61400-2 standard, which specifies requirements for the design of small wind turbines. To do so, GL’s 
operational testing division, WINDTEST, is expected to perform exhaustive field testing to verify the 
performance and real world endurance of Helix Wind’s turbines. Although an agreement has been 
reached between Helix Wind and GL, the certification process has not yet begun. 
 
Economic Benefits and Payback Period 
 
Helix Wind has performed several case studies to estimate the payback period for customers that 
purchase the S-line models. The Company’s breakeven model incorporates the average wind speed of 
the location; the turbine’s rated power, peak power, and annual energy output; the customer’s electricity 
retail rate; the price of the turbine; the estimated installation costs; and any available rebates or subsidies 
the customer may receive. Some of the breakeven models have shown that its customers could reach 
breakeven in 6 to 9 months to 15 years after investing in Helix Wind’s Savonius VAWT products. For a 
cell phone tower developer in India that was previously spending $30,000 to fuel a diesel generator 
annually, the Company estimated that the payback period for two S594 units could be as little as 12 
months (6 months each).  
 
Rebate programs are also available for small wind systems throughout the U.S. After the Company 
obtains proper certifications in California, Helix Wind aims to apply for qualification through the California 
Energy Commission’s Emerging Renewables Program, which offers $2.50 per watt of wind power up to 
7.5 kW or $1.50 per watt for products between 7.5 kW and 30 kW. Similar programs also exist in other 
states that possess strong wind resources, including New York and other states in the Northeast. 
 
Darrieus VAWT Turbines 
 
The Company is currently in the process of integrating Germany-based VENCO’s Darrieus VAWT 
turbines into its product portfolio. On September 3, 2009, Helix Wind signed a definitive purchase 
agreement to acquire VENCO, which has over 15 years of experience in VAWT development and testing. 
Helix Wind expects the acquisition to close in the fourth quarter 2009. Pending the successful close of the 
 

Figure 12

Source: NewsOK.com.

RENDERING OF OMRF'S FUTURE 
RESEARCH TOWER WITH 24 HELIX WIND 

S594 TURBINES 
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acquisition, the agreement broadens Helix Wind’s product portfolio to include three VAWT turbines based 
on the Darrieus design: D100, D361, and D15000. Helix Wind also has a right to sell the VENCO turbines 
under a private-label distribution agreement. As such, whether or not the acquisition closes, Helix Wind 
can continue to sell VENCO’s turbines.  
 
The D-line turbines are suited for numerous applications, including sailboats, charging batteries, remote 
field stations, off-grid installations, and medium-sized commercial, agricultural, farm, and community wind 
sites, supplying multiple homes from a single 50 kW unit. By offering two technology types of vertical axis 
products—Darrieus and Savonius turbines—Helix Wind and its distributors are able to address a greater 
variety of customer needs in vertical markets with different price points and levels of performance output. 
 
As shown in Figure 13, the D-line models have a novel, patent pending design that is both robust and 
versatile, as the materials used in the design of the turbines are suitable for almost any environment. The 
blades of the turbines are composed of epoxy glass resin and the base (tower) is constructed with 
galvanized steel, a combination that enables the products to work reliably even under extreme conditions. 
Based on VAWT technology, the D-line turbines can use wind from multiple directions without a yaw 
control mechanism and can even extract energy in turbulent weather. The design of the D-line models 
also facilitates virtually silent operation and does not include wearing parts, a characteristic that minimizes 
the need for maintenance. The D100 and D361 turbines are virtually maintenance free, while the D15000 
(a much larger model) requires low levels of upkeep.  
 

 
 D100 Wind Turbine. Despite having the shortest blades (1.0 m) and the smallest swept area (1.0 m2) 

in the D-line, the D100 model is designed for the most extreme environments. As such, the D100 is 
targeted toward research applications, off-grid facilities, and remote locations with harsh weather 
conditions, including in Antarctica, where a D100 turbine has been operating continuously for over 10 
years. Requirements for installation include having a site with at least 3.5 m/s wind speed (the point 
at which the turbine becomes power-producing) and installed height capabilities of at least 7 m. The 
D100 is capable of producing 600 kWh per year. 

 
 D361 Wind Turbine. Slightly larger than the D100 model, the D361 has blades spanning 1.9 m and a 

swept area of 3.61 m2. With a cut-in speed of 1.5 m, the D361 becomes power-producing at 3.5 m/s 
and is suited for locations with a 5 m/s average wind speed. The design of the D361 model nearly 
eliminates tip speed noise while maintaining the advantages of conventional VAWT technology. Helix 
Wind targets the D361 toward urban applications as it requires only 11 m for installation. The D361 
can produce 3,168 kWh per year. 

 

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.

DARRIEUS DESIGN-BASED SMALL WIND TURBINES: D100, D361, AND D15000

Helix Wind, Corp.

Figure 13

D100 D361 D15000
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 D15000 Wind Turbine. The largest of the D-line turbines, the D15000 is designed for community or 
commercial applications. The Company estimates that a single turbine could provide enough energy 
to power 10 homes or a medium-sized commercial facility. The D15000 is able to produce 123,216 
kWh per year and requires at least 35 m for installation. The blades of the D15000 are 12.5 m in 
length and cover a swept area of 150 m2. With a cut-in speed of 2.0 m/s, the turbine can produce 
power at wind speeds of 2.5 m/s or greater. The D15000 uses next-generation direct drive 
technology, which Helix Wind believes can reduce operation and maintenance costs.  

 
Potential HAWT Turbine Additions 
 
On August 18, 2009, Helix Wind signed a non-binding Letter of Intent (LOI) to acquire all of the business 
assets of Abundant Renewable Energy, LLC (ARE) and Renewable Energy Engineering, LLC (REE). 
Helix Wind expects this initiative to bring two additional turbines to its product line, which could represent 
the first HAWT additions to the Company’s small wind portfolio. As shown in Figure 14, ARE’s three-
bladed upwind HAWTs, the ARE110 (2.5 kW) and the ARE442 (10 kW), are designed to maximize 
efficiency in order to produce the greatest amount of energy while operating in a quiet and consistent 
manner. The efficiency of ARE’s wind turbines is reflected in their ability to produce 50% more power than 
similar-sized competing units and supported by a 35% Cp rotor efficiency (the efficiency factor of the 
turbine)—characteristics that make ARE’s turbines some of the most efficient in the industry. The 
products also have minimal moving parts, a characteristic that helps promote both reliability and 
longevity. ARE110 and ARE442 are optimized for energy production in low wind sites. Each unit is 
equipped with an efficient alternator, sophisticated controls, and a side furling mechanism. The turbines 
can directly connect to the grid without batteries or can be equipped with battery charging systems for off-
grid applications. Both models have qualified for rebate programs in California, New York, and many 
other states.  
 

 
 ARE110 Wind Turbine. The smaller of ARE’s turbines, the ARE110 has a rated power of 2.5 kW at 11 

m/s (25 mph) wind speed. The turbine has rotors that are 3.6 m in diameter, creating a swept area of 
10.1 m2. The ARE110’s cut-in speed is estimated at 2.5 m/s (6 mph).  

 
 ARE442 Wind Turbine. With rotors that are 7.2 m in length, the larger ARE442 model has a swept 

area of 41 m2 and a rated power of 10 kW at 11 m/s. The cut-in speed for this HAWT is 2.5 m/s. The 
ARE442 was selected to be evaluated in a National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)/DOE 
sponsored Independent Testing project, as detailed on page 29. 

 

Figure 14

POTENTIAL HAWT ADDITIONS FROM ABUNDANT RENEWABLE ENERGY, LLC (ARE)

Sources: Helix Wind, Corp.and Abundant Renewable Energy, LLC.

ARE110 ARE442
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National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) Testing 
 
According to the NREL, the lack of independent testing and certification for small wind systems has been 
a barrier to the industry, a factor that has somewhat hindered the growth and development of the market 
in the past. To address this need, the NREL commenced an Independent Testing project with the DOE in 
2007 to provide consumers with more certified small wind turbines. The NREL/DOE program tests 
turbines against IEC standards, and ensures that each machine complies with AWEA standards for small 
wind turbine systems, which are presently in a draft stage. Participants can use the data derived from 
such testing to apply for certification in the U.S. through the Small Wind Certification Council (SWCC) or 
internationally. After a competitive process, the ARE442 and three turbines from Mariah Power, Entegrity 
Wind Systems Inc., and Gaia-Wind were selected for evaluation at the National Wind Technology Center 
(NWTC). The data collected from this testing to date for ARE442, which are preliminary and subject to 
revision, are provided in Table 7.  
 

 
Small Wind Liquids Pumping Solutions 
 
Helix Wind is developing small wind solutions to address several liquids-pumping markets: (1) the water 
pumping industry for agricultural applications and off-grid drinking water purposes, particularly in 
developing countries in Africa and South America; and (2) the petroleum industry, where injection 
pumping is required at off-grid and remote locations. 
 
Water Pumping 
 
Renewable energy solutions for the agricultural markets may enable farmers and rural businesses to 
become more efficient and thus increase their ability to compete (Source: the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture [USDA]). In the past, farmers and ranchers have employed traditional, mechanical windmills 
as a low-cost method to pump water for stock or irrigation. However, with the advent of small wind electric 
water pumping systems—which have an initial investment cost equivalent to mechanical windmills and 
can pump twice as much water volume—farmers and ranchers are recognizing that these technologies 
can be more cost effective than previous systems (Source: EERE). Small wind water pumping systems 
also provide increased versatility as they can be placed strategically where the wind resource is the 
greatest (and connected to the pump motor via an electric cable) versus conventional windmills, which 
must be positioned directly above the water well. The World Bank and other non-government and 

Award of Subcontract January 3, 2008

Turbine Installation June 6-11, 2008

Turbine O&M and Testing

Safety and Function Reporting underway

Power Performance Report under review

Hrs of valid data (60 required) 303.7

Bins completed (3-14 m/s required) 0.5-18 m/s

Acoustic Noise Data collection complete; analysis underway

Power Quality Not applicable

Duration Test Reporting underway

Months of operation (6 required) 9.5

Hours of power production (2,500 required) 3,240 (130%)

Hours of power production in winds above 553 (221%)

10.2 m/s (250 required)

Hours of power production in winds above 157 (628%)

15.3 m/s (25 required)

kWh of production, cumulative 9,869

Table 7

A SNAPSHOT OF THE NREL TESTING PROGRESS REPORT FOR ARE442 AS OF AUGUST 3, 2009

Activity Status

Source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).
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government organizations view access to water for irrigation as an important factor for economic 
development and the maintenance of political and social stability. 
 
Helix Wind is also focused on meeting demands for water pumps that can be used to obtain drinking 
water in off-grid, rural locations. There is a significant need for such technology in developing countries, 
including those found in Africa and South America. According to a joint report issued by UNICEF and the 
World Health Organization (WHO) in 2008, Progress on Drinking Water and Sanitation, nearly one billion 
people did not have access to clean drinking water globally. By increasing access to clean water and 
improving sanitation, an estimated 10% of diseases worldwide could be improved or eliminated 
altogether.  
 
Injection Pumping 
 
The petroleum industry is also in need of liquids pumping solutions that can be used in remote areas. As 
locations with easy access to fossil fuel sources are being exhausted, oil and gas companies are 
resorting to increasingly remote and harsh environments to continue meeting global demand for fossil 
fuels. Even in these difficult to access locations, which often lack a preexisting power supply, many 
manufacturing processes require reliable precision injection pumps at various stages. Helix Wind’s 
turbines—which only need wind to produce energy and thus do not require energy infrastructure—can be 
used in conjunction with compressor technology to serve this function reliably. 
 
Oil and gas producers have become highly motivated to adopt renewable energy solutions due to several 
key factors: (1) increasing costs of finding and developing new oil and gas reserves; (2) higher demand 
for energy worldwide; (3) improving commercial feasibility of renewable energy; and (4) increasing 
recognition of renewable energy as a business opportunity (Source: Entrepreneur June 2007). For these 
reasons, in addition to the growing levels of public scrutiny over poor environmental practices, oil and gas 
companies are looking toward renewable energy solutions that can reduce their impact on the 
environment, lower costs, and improve their public image, while meeting the increasing global demand for 
energy. For example, in 2008, BP p.l.c. invested $1.4 billion in wind, solar, biofuels, and carbon capture 
and storage, identifying these technologies as areas with significant long-term growth potential. As such, 
the provision of a small wind solution that combines liquid pumping technology with energy storage 
capabilities may appeal to entities in this industry.  
 
Helix Wind’s Partnerships for Liquids Pumping Solutions 
 
In total, Helix Wind believes that the total addressable market for liquids pumping solutions in agricultural 
and oil and gas industries is approximately $500 million. The Company aims to meet the needs of this 
market by developing products and technologies in collaboration with several key partners, as described 
below. In July 2008, the Company entered into an MOU with EDAL RE, Inc. (Energy Development 
Argentina Limited), a leading cell phone tower construction and services provider and renewable energy 
distributor in Argentina. Through this relationship, the companies hope to develop irrigation and liquids 
pumping applications in Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, and Brazil.  
 
Helix Wind is also developing this technology through a strategic development partnership initiated in 
June 2009 with CheckPoint™ Process Pumps & Systems. CheckPoint™ is a Louisiana-based company 
that specializes in oil and gas refining and manufactures both electric and pneumatic (operated by air 
pressure) pumps. The strategic partnership was designed as a means to develop renewable energy-
based liquids pumping solutions that address the large and growing demand in the oil and gas industry 
for sustainable, clean energy at remote wellhead locations. Together, the companies aim to create a 
small wind solution using Helix Wind’s turbine technology that is capable of both storing energy and 
pumping liquids. To do so, the partners plan to use a compressed air reservoir and pneumatic drive in 
order to design a novel and cost-effective product. Helix Wind expects a product to be in beta testing by 
January 2010. Per the terms of the agreement, CheckPoint™ is expected to distribute, install, and 
maintain any products that are developed and sold through the joint venture.  
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Smart Grid Solutions 
 
Helix Wind believes that transparency is an important factor in the growth and sustenance of the small 
wind industry—particularly concerning the operating and production characteristics of wind turbines—due 
to deceptive practices that have been used to promote inferior technologies to consumers in the past. As 
such, the Company is focused on developing products and technologies that promote transparency and 
accountability in the small wind market. To Helix Wind’s knowledge, very few companies have expressed 
a strong commitment to addressing and correcting these issues within the industry to date. Nevertheless, 
the Company believes that this trend is beginning to gain momentum. 
 
In June 2009, Helix Wind announced the addition of a smart grid application, called the Wind Turbine 
Monitoring System (WTMS), to its line of small wind products. The WTMS is compatible with all of Helix 
Wind’s turbines and manages the performance and uptime of the systems by monitoring, recording, and 
reporting an array of performance metrics in real time. Several of the recorded measurements include 
wind speed, turbine output, inverter data, generator and bearing temperatures, generator and grid 
frequency, among other variables. As the first phase of Helix Wind’s smart grid technology solutions, the 
WTMS facilitates monitoring and management of Helix Wind’s systems regardless of an individual’s 
proximity to the physical location of the turbine. As illustrated in Figure 15, the Company’s smart grid 
technology collects information about the wind and turbine and sends it through an Internet connection 
directly to the Company’s Network Operating Center (NOC). This communication allows Helix Wind and 
the customer to monitor the performance and efficiency of the turbine, as well as to identify and resolve 
issues before they make a significant impact on the product’s performance. 
 

 
The WTMS is presently sold as a standard unit for wired Ethernet connection and retails for $1,200.  
 
Joint Venture with Atoll Financial Group (AFG) to Offer Financing to Customers 
 
In August 2009, Helix Wind engaged Atoll Financial Group (AFG), a Washington, D.C.-based financial 
services company, to develop products and financing mechanisms that can assist individuals, small 
businesses, commercial users, and distributors that invest in the Company’s small wind turbines. Through 
the joint venture, Helix Wind hopes to make the purchase of renewable energy more accessible to 
consumers in the current economic climate by offering financing options. Under the terms of the 
agreement, Helix Wind is expected to provide the financing for its turbines through the joint venture. The 
program is designed to provide economic support to Helix Wind’s customers that purchase volume orders 
as well as to supply short-term and trade financing to the Company’s distributors. To the Company’s 
knowledge, it is the only small wind company to offer financing. Helix Wind believes that this strategic 
partnership provides it with a significant competitive advantage, offering the key benefits described on 
page 32. 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE WTMS SYSTEM'S INFORMATION FLOW

Helix Wind, Corp.

Figure 15

Sources: Helix Wind, Corp. and Crystal Research Associates, LLC.
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 Term Financing for End Users. Individuals and small businesses that purchase Helix Wind’s systems 
have lower cash expenditures and the ability to match expenses with electric bill savings. By 
providing financing to its end users, Helix Wind believes that its customers may become much more 
receptive to the purchase of a small wind system. Given the approximate average 12-year payback 
period for its turbines, the cost of financing is not expected to significantly elongate the payback 
timeframe while providing the user with access to the technology and its benefits in the meantime. 
For commercial businesses with volume order potential and aggressive payback periods, this area of 
funding provides a cash flow solution when needed. This financing also supports Helix Wind’s 
distributors, which may see an increase in sales due to the availability of funds to the end user.  

 
 Financing for Distributors. By financing its distributors, Helix Wind enables its distributors to finance 

turbine purchases while collecting payments from their customer base (the end users). It also allows 
companies to carry inventory of Helix Wind’s products, which has two advantages: (1) makes the 
Company’s distributors more competitive in the market place as turnaround time (from order to 
delivery) is minimized; and (2) provides Helix Wind with a more generous time cycle to manufacture 
and deliver its products. The Company believes that by transferring the financial burden down the 
consumer chain this ability could lead to increased sales and provide the cash flows needed to 
operate. 

 
 Financing for Energy Services Companies. An additional benefit of the arrangement is that the 

program can provide financing to Energy Services companies (ESCO) and Renewable Energy 
Services companies (RESCO), which provide lower-cost energy services and solutions to end users 
under leasing models or Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs). In essence, ESCOs and RESCOs 
develop the infrastructure and incur the capital costs necessary to provide energy services and, 
subsequently, lease or sell the energy at a discounted rate to customers in order to make a profit. As 
such, PPAs have enabled businesses, schools, governments, and utilities to consume renewable 
energy while avoiding the high capital costs and risks associated with owning the equipment itself. 
However, ESCOs and RESCOs have had difficulty accessing financing due to the capital and labor 
intensive nature of the business. Helix Wind aims to address this need by providing needed financing 
to ESCOs and RESCOs that wish to use the Company’s small wind solutions. In doing so, Helix Wind 
believes that it can help deliver additional savings to consumers while simultaneously driving adoption 
of its technologies. Helix Wind considers this to be a second generation proposition. 

 
 Financing Export Sales. In addition, Helix Wind has the opportunity to finance export sales of its 

products and other renewable energy technologies in countries where the Company has not yet 
entered into an agreement with a local partner, providing an additional source of revenue. This is 
another second generation proposition for Helix Wind. 

 
Through the relationship with AFG, Helix Wind has the flexibility to build manufacturing facilities, if 
needed. In particular, the Company may elect to do so in markets where demand supports such an 
investment. Another benefit to Helix Wind is the ability to transfer the risk proposition to the financial 
partner in the respective markets. The Company does not expect this initiative, if put in place, to serve as 
a source of revenue; rather Helix Wind’s expectations for this area of funding are more in the context of 
strategic need. 
 
Each of the aforementioned areas of funding directly impacts Helix Wind’s technology, sales, and 
marketing, in addition to enabling the company to profit through the financing of other alternative energy 
technologies. 
 
Manufacturing and Distribution 
 
To reduce costs while delivering high-quality products to its customers, Helix Wind has established 
relationships with several manufacturers in Asia that are Six Sigma and ISO 9000 compliant. Six Sigma is 
a philosophy of quality improvement that values the use of facts and data to implement preventive actions 
and procedures that reduce the number of defects in manufacturing to no more than 3.4 defects per 
million opportunities. The goal of Six Sigma is to drive customer satisfaction and bottom-line results 
through minimizing variation and waste by providing uptime and availability. The Company’s 
manufacturers are also compliant with the ISO 9000 family of international quality management 
standards, which focus on meeting the quality requirements of customers and applicable regulatory 
agencies, as well as enhancing customer satisfaction and seeking to continually improve performance.  
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The Company has contracted with East West Consulting, Ltd. in Thailand to manage the outsourcing of 
manufacturing for the Company’s wind turbines. Helix Wind utilizes four key suppliers, including three in 
Thailand and one in China. The Company uses multiple unrelated vendors as a technique to discourage 
intellectual property theft. In total, Helix Wind has a support staff of seven individuals in Thailand and 
China, with over 15 years of outsourced manufacturing experience in electronics and mechanical 
systems. The Company owns all of the dies, tools, and jigs used by its suppliers. Through its current 
suppliers, Helix Wind’s production capacity is roughly 10,000 units per year. However, the Company 
anticipates that its capacity level can be ramped up fairly quickly to accommodate higher levels of 
production.  
 
Helix Wind’s U.S. operations involve research and development, testing, corporate operations, and sales. 
The Company aims to keep costs low by assembling, testing, packaging, and shipping orders as they are 
received in order to maintain minimal inventory levels. Quality assurance and quality control tests are 
performed in Bangkok, Thailand, and San Diego, California. 
 
Helix Wind has implemented a two-tiered marketing and sales approach as a tool to expand its current 
customer base: (1) a direct sales team to end users and commercial clients, particularly for high-volume 
clients in the U.S.; and (2) indirect or channel sales with domestic and international distributors and 
system integrators. Helix Wind has employed an in-house sales force to directly approach individuals, 
business, government enterprises, and developers, particularly those that are building communities of 20 
to 1,000 homes. For indirect or channel sales, the Company uses domestic and international value-added 
resellers (VARs) and distributors to reach residential and commercial markets. In locations with less 
attractive market potential or where local permitting or servicing is financially less attractive, Helix Wind is 
teaming up with resellers, distributors, and installers to broaden the Company’s geographic presence and 
to develop sales, permitting, construction, and post-sales support in these areas. With over 1,000 
applications received to date, Helix Wind has selected 42 companies that meet a set of stringent criteria, 
which includes having an established business with a successful track record in the renewable energy 
industry. As the Company’s technology gains acceptance and relevant certifications are secured, Helix 
Wind also plans to enter into relationships with national distributors.  
 
Additional Applications for Helix Wind’s Technology 
 
Although small wind systems have traditionally been purchased by off-grid households, farms, and 
ranches, numerous new customer classes have emerged in recent years, a selection of which are listed 
in Table 8. To meet the vast and varying needs of these new segments, Helix Wind is continually working 
to further develop and diversify its line of small wind turbines, as detailed in the Growth Strategy on pages 
8-10. Presently, the Company offers turbines in several sizes that are capable of functioning under a 
range of wind conditions, providing customers with the flexibility to select a product that best meets their 
individual needs—producing as much or as little energy as desired. In particular, Helix Wind’s emerging 
customer segments, as shown in Table 8, could enable the Company to further the growth of its business.  
 

 

▪ Analog and digital signage ▪ Governments of developing nations ▪ Residential developments

▪ Apartment buildings ▪ Hotels ▪ Schools 

▪ Architects ▪ Industries and factories ▪ Ski resorts

▪ Cell phone tower operators ▪ Island communities ▪ Small businesses

▪ Condominium towers ▪ Non-Government Organizations ▪ Sports arenas

▪ Cruise ships ▪ Port authorities ▪ The World Bank 

▪ Facility managers ▪ Public and private facilities ▪ The U.S. government

▪ Freeways and port authorities ▪ Real estate developers    (e.g., the Department of Defense [DoD]) 

▪ Green consultants ▪ Renewable energy consultancies

EMERGING CONSUMER SEGMENTS FOR SMALL WIND PRODUCTS

Table 8

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.
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Cell Tower Mounting Systems 
 
Helix Wind sees the opportunity to power wireless communication base stations that may or may not be 
connected to local power grids with its wind turbines, particularly in remote areas of South America, 
Africa, and the Middle East. Presently, the majority of grid-tied and off-grid cell phone towers, specifically 
in developing nations, use diesel generators and batteries to provide primary and backup power (which 
can be costly). Helix Wind plans to mount its turbines individually or in pairs to generate both primary and 
backup electricity. The Company’s turbines possess several design advantages over conventional 
technologies as they can be mounted at high heights to take advantage of increased wind resources at 
higher altitudes, are able to collect wind from multiple directions, and can withstand winds greater than 
100 mph while continuing to generate power. Helix Wind believes that the total addressable worldwide 
market to power cell phone towers could exceed $500 million. 
 
In July 2008, the Company signed an MOU with a leading cell phone tower construction and services 
provider and renewable energy distributor in Argentina, EDAL RE, Inc. Together, the companies aim to 
develop distributed power generation solutions for wireless communications towers in remote areas that 
lack reliable power sources. In addition to its Argentinean partner, Helix Wind is also co-developing cell 
tower systems in India, Nigeria, and the U.S. 
 
Carbon Credits 
 
Carbon credits are permits that allow the holder to emit one ton of carbon dioxide. Each carbon credit 
represents a reduction in carbon dioxide that is performed by someone other than the permit holder, such 
as through a wind farm or a reforestation project. Credits are given to countries or groups that have 
successfully reduced greenhouse gas emissions below their quota and can then be traded in the 
international market at the current market price. Companies that buy carbon credits desire to reduce the 
greenhouse gas emissions caused by the operation of their business. As such, these organizations 
purchase carbon credits to balance out emissions that cannot be reduced or eliminated.  
 
Helix Wind intends to capitalize on the growing carbon credit trend through the Company’s innovative 
remote monitoring, diagnostic, and data aggregation system, WTMS, which continuously monitors how 
many kilowatt-hours of energy are produced. The power produced from Helix Wind’s turbines replaces 
alternative energy sources that emit carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. Thus, Helix Wind, in 
partnership with its customers, has the opportunity to collect and sell carbon credits for each turbine it 
manufactures and installs. The AWEA estimates that each small residential wind turbine can offset 
roughly 1.2 tons of air pollutants and 200 tons of greenhouse gas pollutants, such as carbon dioxide, over 
its life span. Because the Company’s turbines replace conventional sources for many years, carbon 
credits can be earned and sold over each project’s lifetime.  
 
MARKET OPPORTUNITY 
 
In recent years, renewable energy resources—water, solar, wind, geothermal, and biomass, among 
others—have received increased interest by individuals and businesses worldwide. Consumers have 
become increasingly aware of humanity’s impact on climate change and global warming, which has led 
to increased interest in renewable energy sources and other changes that can be implemented in order to 
lessen the damage caused by greenhouse gases. Recognizing this consumer trend, businesses have 
followed suit, implementing environmentally friendly practices and seeking ways to reduce their carbon 
footprint. In addition, the recent price volatility in oil and gas markets has caused consumers and 
businesses alike to research and invest in alternative sources of energy that can provide greater stability 
in a cost-effective manner. People and organizations that elect to use renewable energy sources can also 
qualify for state, local, utility, and federal incentives that promote energy efficiency and reduced 
dependence on fossil fuels. 
 
Various government organizations have invested money to fund grants and loans within the renewable 
energy industry. The $787 billion package enacted in February 2009 to stimulate the U.S. economy 
included nearly $40 billion for the DOE. To date, over $10 billion has been earmarked from this funding 
for the development of solar, wind, and biomass power plants and greener vehicles. On July 29, 2009, 
the DOE announced its plans to loan up to $37.5 billion to fund renewable energy projects in the U.S. The 
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USDA has also dedicated substantial funds to support the renewable energy industry. In August 2009, 
the USDA announced that 365 recipients had been selected to receive over $15 million in loans and 
grants to install renewable energy systems and improve energy efficiency. In the past, the USDA’s energy 
efficiency programs have yielded double-digit (%) energy savings for its participants, encouraging them to 
continue investing in such technologies even after the program has ended.  
 
Presently, the EERE considers wind energy to be one of the lowest cost renewable energy technologies. 
In addition to being approximately 50% less costly to install than solar energy, the operation of wind 
power plants is also less complex than biomass plants (Source: Forbes July 2009). Depending on the 
available wind resource and how the project was financed, wind energy is estimated by the EERE to cost 
between four and six cents per kilowatt-hour. In recent years, the U.S. wind power market has grown 
significantly. The EERE’s 2008 Wind Technologies Market Report estimates that of the $45 billion 
invested in U.S. wind projects since the 1980s, approximately $16.4 billion (roughly 36%) was invested in 
2008. This growth is largely attributable to several key elements: (1) increasing costs of fossil fuel and oil; 
(2) a long-term demand for renewable sources domestically; (3) advancements in technology that 
streamline turbine production; and (4) a positive outlook for employment in turbine manufacturing 
(Source: SBI, a market research company, Wind Power in the U.S. and the World, January 2009).  
 
The AWEA forecasts that a significant transition toward wind energy—such that 20% of the U.S. 
electricity supply is powered with wind by 2030—could provide many benefits to the U.S. Advantages 
include reduced greenhouse gas emissions, reduced water consumption in the energy sector, lower 
natural gas prices by reducing demand, more jobs to accommodate expanded manufacturing, and 
increased revenues for landowners that lease their property for wind turbine use. 
 
The current economic climate has had both positive and negative effects on the wind power market as a 
whole. Due to tightened credit and lending standards, financing has become more difficult to obtain—a 
clear disadvantage for larger-scale wind projects, in particular. In addition, consumers have also become 
more concerned about operating and manufacturing costs that may be incurred after purchasing a wind 
energy system, a factor that has a greater impact on small wind systems, which sometimes do not have a 
designated service and maintenance team. Nevertheless, the economy has also had numerous positive 
implications in the wind energy industry. For example, the falling costs of turbine, steel, and labor have 
allowed the smaller and mid-scale projects to thrive, making these products more accessible and 
financially feasible to consumers (Source: RenewableEnergyWorld.com August 2009).  
 
Global Trend Toward Increased Renewable Energy Use 
 
Globally, countries are looking to reduce their impact on the environment and reduce their dependence 
on fossil fuels through the use of renewable energy sources, including wind energy. In the U.S., the 
Obama administration has committed to double renewable energy over the next three years, supported 
by up to $30 billion in loan guarantees announced in July 2009 for renewable energy projects from the 
DOE (depending on the applications and market conditions). China, the second largest energy user in the 
world, plans to have 100 gigawatts (GW) of installed wind power capacity by 2020, up from approximately 
12 GW in 2008. As such, the wind industry is set to become a greater source of power in China than both 
nuclear and solar energy (Source: Thompson Reuters, April 20, 2009). To do so, the Chinese 
government plans to spend 1 trillion yuan, or roughly $146 billion, to construct seven wind farms with over 
120 GW combined capacity, approximately equal to the global installed wind power capacity in 2008 
(Source: Forbes July 2009). In 2008, the World Wind Energy Association approximated the global 
capacity at 121,188 megawatts (MW), or roughly 121 GW, as shown in Figure 16 (page 36), which also 
illustrates the increasing levels of installed wind power worldwide from 2000 to 2009. 
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Presently, the four largest wind power producers are the U.S., Germany, Spain, and China. However, 
other countries are also ramping up their wind power efforts, infusing billions of dollars to develop this and 
other renewable energy technologies. For example, the UK government has committed to produce 35% 
of its electricity from renewable resources by 2020, up from the current level of 4% (Source: The New 
York Times August 26, 2009). In addition, over a five-year period that ends in 2012, India expects to 
invest one trillion rupees (roughly $21.4 billion) in renewable energy sources, adding 14.5 GW of capacity 
to the country (Source: The Wall Street Journal August 10, 2009).  
 
Small Wind Market 
 

The market for small wind turbines broadly expanded in 
2008. As shown in Table 9, the U.S. small wind turbine 
industry increased 78% in 2008, adding 17.3 MW of 
installed capacity. Worldwide, 38.7 MW of energy from 
small wind systems were added in 2008, a 53% increase 
over 2007 values. U.S. manufacturers of small wind 
turbines sold roughly half of the total units installed globally 
in 2008, accounting for $77 million out of $156 million in 
sales during the period (Source: AWEA’s Small Wind 
Turbine Global Market Study: 2009). The AWEA attributes 
the global market growth to several key drivers: (1) private 
equity investments that increased manufacturing volumes, 
allowing for economies of scale; (2) rising electricity costs; 
and (3) increased awareness of small wind technology and 
the benefits that it can provide.  

 
The growth of the small wind market is also being fueled by federal, state, and local government 
incentives. In October 2008, the U.S. Congress passed the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 
2008, which included a tax credit for small wind systems. Consumers who purchase small wind turbines 
for home, farm, or business use can receive a 30% tax credit, which is based on the total installed cost of 
the system. The uncapped tax credit is valid for small wind turbines installed by December 31, 2016. The 
U.S. small wind industry forecasts that installed capacity worldwide could expand 30-fold in roughly five 
years to 1,700 MW, largely due to the 30% tax credit. In addition, many provisions supporting renewable 
energy were also included in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA)—the 
stimulus package passed by Congress and signed into law by President Obama in February 2009.  
 
The Company’s first two production runs (100 units total) have both sold out, resulting in approximately 
$1 million in revenues. Helix Wind is presently on its third production run, of which 35% has been sold to 
date. Helix Wind believes that, ultimately, the potential global market for small wind turbines could 
surpass $1 billion, composed predominantly of the U.S. and EU, but also including other regions. 

U.S. Global

Total Power Added 17.3 MW 38.7 MW

% Growth Over 2007 78% 53%

Units Sold 10,500 19,000

Sales $77 million $156 million

Source: AWEA's Small Wind Turb ine Global 
Market Study: 2009.

MARKET FOR SMALL WIND TURBINES (2008)

Table 9

Figure 16

TOTAL INSTALLED WIND ENERGY CAPACITY IN MEGAWATTS (MW) WORLDWIDE

Source: the World Wind Energy Association.
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Competition 
 
Helix Wind believes that it could take a predominant position within the global renewable energy space 
over time. Table 10 illustrates how the observed market dynamics differ from conventional wisdom, 
showing factors that the Company believes could favor its products. The top section of Table 10 details 
what has traditionally been the area of focus of small wind companies—mostly propeller-style units—
which have a very narrow application. Such units must be mounted on a 70 ft to 100 ft tower, require over 
an acre of land, and have the primary goal of producing low-cost energy. However, as reflected in the 
bottom half of Table 10, the Company has observed that actual market dynamics, including market 
drivers and underlying economics, are very different from conventional thought. By addressing each of 
these other key operating points—pressure points on the buy-side—Helix Wind believes that a significant 
amount of business is emerging that is demonstrating solid demand but traditionally has not been served 
by small wind providers. 
 

 

Table 10

Helix Wind, Corp.

HELIX WIND'S OVERVIEW OF ACTUAL AND PERCEIVED MARKET DYNAMICS

Observed Market Dynamics Differ from Traditional Wisdom

Traditional Thought

▪ Limited applications/markets

▪ Low cost is the most important factor

▪ Cp efficiency is a primary focus

▪ Aesthetics do not matter

▪ Manufacturing is easy

▪ Customer service is not important

▪ Turbines perform as marketed

▪ Siting is simple

▪ Permitting is not a significant hurdle in suburban/rural areas

▪ Blade design is key to success

▪ Power electronics function efficiently

▪ Operation at high wind speeds is not important

Actual Dynamics

▪ Uptime and availability are the most important factors

▪ Most small wind manufacturers are not ready to deliver

◦ Manufacturing/design still not de-bugged

◦ Low quality

◦ Long lead times

◦ High level of component failure

◦ Poor customer service

◦ Unqualified distributors

▪ Many customers (especially large buyers) are price insensitive

▪ Aesthetics are a primary purchase driver

▪ Projected output of HAWTs is off (by factor of three to five times)

▪ Vertical markets require specialized solutions

▪ Component design and manufacture is key to success

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.
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Figure 17 provides a snapshot of some of the different VAWT technologies that are available and their 
approximate price points, noting that this is not an exhaustive listing, but rather an indication of the type of 
competition that exists within this market. Helix Wind believes that these technologies are most directly 
competitive to its product offering and carry a reasonable chance of building businesses over time.  
 

 
Helix Wind’s technology has been refined to possess two key components: (1) the ability to start up in 
light winds; and (2) the ability to still sustain high winds without shutting down. In addition to these 
capabilities, Helix Wind believes that its turbines deliver several competitive advantages over other 
available technologies, as shown in Figure 18 (page 39). 
 

Manufacturer 
Model 

Type Price 
(installation 
not included) 

Helix Wind's Evaluation* Images

S3222 Savonius $7,500 ▪ High startup torque

S594 Savonius $14,500 ▪ No overspeed issue with PMG**

D361 Darrieus H $11,000 ▪ High aesthetic

▪ Durable and rugged

▪ Low start speed

Windspire Giromill $6,500 ▪ Lift blade design creates overspeed issue

▪ Helix Wind more animal friendly

▪ Helix Wind better aesthetic

▪ Limited upper operating range

520H H-rotor/ $20,000 ▪ Helix Wind blades more durable

Savonius  ▪ Helix Wind suitable for more markets

▪ Helix Wind better aesthetic

▪ Limited availability

Simply Vertical Straight H/ $17,088 ▪ Not self starting, overspeed issues

Darrieus ▪ Unreliable, noisy generator

▪ Supports arrangement weakens structure

▪ Helix Wind better aesthetic

▪ Limited upper operating range

Sources: Helix Wind, Corp., Mariah Power, Aerotecture International Inc., and Ropatec AG.

Figure 17

Helix Wind, Corp.

VAWT COMPETITIVE OVERVIEW

* This analysis is based on a competitive overview created by Helix Wind.

** PMG = permanent magnet generator 

Helix Wind 

Mariah Power 

Aerotecture 

Ropatec

Note: Theoretical modeling only, not field based.
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DIRECT COMPETITORS: VERTICAL-AXIS WIND TURBINES (VAWTs) 
 

As an omni-directional low wind-speed generator, the VAWT may be easily installed almost anywhere 
with good wind exposure. As the rotational speed increases, the VAWT is seen as a solid object making it 
visible to birds. The main difference between the horizontal and vertical designs is the rotation of the 
blades. Helix Wind competes directly with VAWT manufacturers in the U.S. and the EU, as profiled on 
pages 39-41. As well, the Company competes indirectly with energy suppliers and manufacturers of 
energy-producing equipment. Below are profiles of a select group of the companies that Helix Wind 
considers to be directly competitive to it within the VAWT market. Profiles of a selection of the Company’s 
indirect competitors in the horizontal market are provided on pages 41-42. Helix Wind anticipates that, 
with roughly 250 different small wind companies, there is likely to be considerable consolidation within the 
small wind industry in the future. 
 

Mariah Power (www.mariahpower.com)  
 

Mariah Power provides low-cost, highly aesthetic, noise-free wind power appliances for use with 
commercial, residential, and government buildings. The company’s patented technology maximizes 
energy conversion from wind into electric power, regardless of changing wind speed and direction. Mariah 
Power’s flagship product, Windspire®, is a 2,000 kWh VAWT that was released in June 2008. In the U.S., 
a complete Windspire® wind turbine typically costs between $9,000 and $12,000, fully installed. After 
rebates, the costs can be as low as $3,800, equipped with a limited five-year warranty. The product line is 
being expanded to include larger size units, low-wind versions, and off-grid solutions. In July 2009, Helix 
Wind announced its plans to evaluate its turbines against machines manufactured by Mariah Power. 
Mariah Power is based in Reno, Nevada.  
 

Oy Windside Production Ltd (www.windside.com) 
 

Available in the EU and marginally in the U.S., Oy Windside Production Ltd (“Windside”) wind turbines are 
designed for efficiency, durability, minimum maintenance, and a long lifespan. Windside markets its 
turbines as silent and ecologically safe, and able to work in a range of wind speeds and directions. As 
well, they can also function in frost, ice, and snow. The company’s products, which are constructed of 
durable materials, seek to minimize maintenance while producing at least 50% more electricity per year 
then traditional propeller models. Windside’s turbines are installed in over 30 countries, including regions 
such as the Nordic Sea, the Sahara desert, and Antarctica. These are mostly used for professional 
purposes, such as measuring, signaling, and telecommunication. Specific uses include sending signals, 
pumping water, and providing heat, light, and ventilation in remote, harsh environments. The company’s 
turbines are several times the price of Helix Wind’s systems and are designed specifically for low power, 
remote, severe weather condition applications. In July 2009, Helix Wind announced its plans to evaluate 
its turbines against machines manufactured by Windside. Windside has headquarters in Viitasaari, 
Finland. 

Figure 18

Helix Wind, Corp.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.

Smaller Footprint Usable in urban and city environments

Aesthetics Pleasing to the community

Light Weight Spins at low wind speeds and generates 
more power

Proprietary Remote Performance Monitoring System Helps the Company develop a database of  
wind speed data and performance metrics

Wildlife Friendly Safer for birds and bats

Environment Friendly Little or no noise and zero harmful emissions
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Oregon Wind Inc. (www.oregonwind.com) 
 
Oregon Wind has a VAWT called Revolution™ (formerly called Helyx™) that is intended for residential 
and urban applications. The technology was designed to overcome some of the shortcomings of HAWTs 
and other VAWT designs, including problems with noise, vibration, and bird kill. The company’s 
technology is capable of generating power across a wide range of wind speeds and can start producing 
electricity at low wind speeds (approximately 5.5 mph), regardless of turbulence or wind patterns. While 
the Revolution™ does not create a lot of power, it is relatively low cost and low maintenance, and has a 
long life expectancy. It can also be coupled with photovoltaic (PV) panels to increase power and 
consistency. While the product is not yet available on the market, the company’s goal is to sell 
Revolution™ at a price low enough that the cost of its purchase, installation, and maintenance over time 
is offset by the power it generates. Oregon Wind is in the process of setting up development partnerships 
with several public organizations and private entities. Feasibility testing is expected to take place on the 
properties of the company’s development partners. The company has headquarters in Portland, Oregon. 
 
WePOWER, LLC (www.wepower.us) 
 
WePOWER’s domestically produced, safe, quiet, and low-maintenance VAWTs allow for wind energy to 
be generated and distributed in urban, suburban, and rural areas. WePOWER’s wind turbines are applied 
in wind farms, residential applications, and commercial applications, including buildings, cell towers, 
billboards, and security towers, among others. The company’s Falcon Series of VAWTs includes 600 W, 
1.2 kW, 3.4 kW, 5.5 kW, and 12 kW machines. The wind turbines are powered by Aura Systems Inc.’s 
(AUSI-OTC.BB) Aura family of generators, which create 2.5 times the amount of energy per unit volume 
than other wind energy solutions. WePOWER also develops and deploys urban energy systems and 
retrofits traditional wind farms. With its own IP and patents, WePOWER manages all economics of the 
energy created by its technologies, including the tax incentives, energy rebates, and carbon credits. The 
company has headquarters in Aliso Viejo, California. 
 
Ropatec AG (www.ropatec.com)  
 
Ropatec develops and markets small wind VAWTs that are used by research institutes in Antarctica, 
telecommunications companies, large groups, government institutions, and the United Nations, among 
other entities. The company promotes four lines of VAWTs: (1) Easy Vertical (1 W), a user-friendly 
system designed for small off-grid installations; (2) Simply Vertical (3 W), a system intended to be easy to 
install for various applications; (3) Maxi Vertical (6 W), a small wind turbine with altering electronic 
controllers for an array of energy applications; and (4) Big Star Vertical (20 kilovolt amperes [KVA] or 16 
kW), a high-performance turbine. To date, Ropatec’s wind turbines have been installed in over 30 
countries. The company advertises its turbines as exhibiting silent operation, high efficiency, and almost 
no maintenance, and targets various market segments, including homes, remote settlements, farms, 
water output plants, large telecommunication companies, or industrial conglomerates. Ropatec is 
headquartered in Bolzano, Italy. 
 
Aerotecture International Inc. (www.aerotecture.com)  
 
Aerotecture combines aerodynamics and architecture to develop its proprietary Aeroturbines—wind 
turbines that can be attached to buildings or integrated into buildings directly to produce onsite electricity. 
The company presently offers four 1 kW turbine varieties: (1) the vertical-axis 610V Aeroturbine; (2) the 
horizontal-axis 520H Aeroturbine; (3) the 610V1 Hybrid Aeroturbine, which is a vertical-axis turbine 
combined with six PV solar panels; and (4) the 610V2 Hybrid Aeroturbine, a vertical-axis turbine with 12 
PV solar panels. Aerotecture markets its turbines as noise and vibration-free, safe for birds, able to use 
winds from any direction or gusting winds, low maintenance, and self-regulating (no overspeed protection 
required). Aeroturbines require installation at least 40 ft above the ground in an area with winds averaging 
above 10 mph. Presently, Aerotecture has dealers in Chicago, Illinois, and San Francisco, California, and 
can only support projects within 50 miles of these locations. Aerotecture’s headquarters are located in 
Chicago, Illinois.  
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Cleanfield Energy™ Corp. (www.cleanfieldenergy.com)  
 
Cleanfield Energy™, a subsidiary of Cleanfield Alternative Energy Inc., develops, markets, and distributes 
renewable energy technologies primarily for urban applications. These solutions include small wind, solar, 
and inverters. The company’s VAWT, known as V3.5, is designed to harness urban wind efficiently and 
effectively. The V3.5 features three-meter vertical blades that rotate around a central axis. These wind 
turbines are designed for both tower (ground-mount) and rooftop installation and can produce clean 
renewable energy for both commercial and residential markets. In July 2009, Helix Wind announced its 
plans to evaluate its turbines against machines manufactured by Cleanfield Energy™. The company has 
headquarters in Ancaster, Ontario. 
 
INDIRECT COMPETITORS: HORIZONTAL-AXIS WIND TURBINES (HAWTs) 
 
Bergey Windpower (www.bergey.com) 
 
Bergey provides complete design, supply, and installation services for hybrid power systems utilizing wind 
turbines, diesel generators, and PV arrays. For over 30 years, the company has installed wind turbines in 
all 50 U.S. states and over 100 countries. The company’s products can be purchased through its 
worldwide network of over 500 certified dealers and resellers or directly from Bergey’s factory. Bergey has 
its origins in research activities at the University of Oklahoma. In 1983, the company introduced the BWC 
EXCEL, a 10 kW unit. In 1990, Bergey introduced the first wind electric water-pumping systems on the 
market. In 1994, the company introduced an 850 W turbine for smaller off-grid applications, such as 
remote households. Under development is an advanced 50 kW wind turbine. Bergey’s turbines are further 
used for off-grid homes, for rural electrification, and to boost the performance of solar electric systems. 
The company has headquarters in Norman, Oklahoma. 
 
Fuhrländer AG (www.fuhrlaender.de) 
 
Fuhrländer manufactures and distributes wind turbines that produce from 30 kW to 2.5 MW of electricity. 
The company has roots in the metal processing and service industries with over 40 years of experience. 
Its products are used to provide power for applications such as seawater desalination and air purification. 
The company provides design, engineering, installation, maintenance, and repair services for its own and 
third-party systems. Fuhrländer licenses its technologies and partners with distributors in the U.S., UK, 
and Vietnam. The company has opened a manufacturing plant in China to serve a growing number of 
customers in the region, including A-Power Energy, and has announced plans to expand operations in 
the U.S. by building a plant in Montana. Presently, Fuhrländer’s North American distributor is Rhode 
Island-based Lorax Energy Systems (www.loraxec.com). Fuhrländer has headquarters in Waigandshain, 
Germany. 
 
Southwest Windpower (www.windenergy.com) 
 
Southwest Windpower produces small wind generators (400 W to 3 kW). With a 22-year history, the 
company’s first product was a 300 W wind generator called the Windseeker. In April 2000, the company 
acquired World Power Technologies, a manufacturer of wind turbines ranging from 900 W to 3 kW. In 
October 2006, the company introduced Skystream 3.7™, an all-inclusive wind generator with built-in 
controls and an inverter. Available in 35 ft to 110 ft heights, Skystream 3.7™ windmill can produce 400 
kWh per month, up to 90% of an average household’s energy consumption. However, it is operational 
only when wind speed is above 8 mph. Southwest Windpower has produced over 160,000 generators 
that provide power to residential homes, remote cabins, telecommunication transmitters, offshore 
platforms, water pumping stations, and sailboats. Southwest Windpower distributes its products in more 
than 88 countries. In July 2009, Helix Wind announced plans to evaluate its turbines against machines 
manufactured by Southwest Windpower. The company has headquarters in Flagstaff, Arizona. 
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Vestas Wind Systems A/S (www.vestas.com) 
 
Vestas is a producer of high-tech wind power systems with its core business being the development, 
manufacture, sale, and maintenance of wind technology that uses the energy of the wind to generate 
electricity. The company began manufacturing wind turbines in 1979, concentrating exclusively on wind 
energy in 1987. In addition to wind turbines, the company specializes in planning, installation, operation, 
and maintenance, with its competencies covering everything from site studies to service and 
maintenance. Vestas has installed over 39,000 wind turbines in 63 countries on five continents, with a 
new turbine being installed every four hours worldwide. Some of its products are V82 (1.65 MW), V80 (2 
MW), V90 (2 MW), and V90 (3 MW). The company’s turbines generate more than 60 million megawatt-
hours (MWh) a year, which is enough power to provide electricity for every household in a country the 
size of Spain (a population of 45 million). In 2008, the company opened the world’s largest research and 
development center for wind energy in Aarhus, Denmark, which houses more than 900 employees. The 
company employs about 14,000 people, with headquarters in Denmark. 
 
INDIRECT COMPETITORS: ENERGY SYSTEM PROVIDERS 
 
Renewable Choice Energy (www.renewablechoice.com)  
 
Renewable Choice sells clean energy solutions to homes and businesses in the U.S. Since it was 
founded in 2001, the company’s mission has been to provide opportunities to help move society toward a 
more sustainable future. Accordingly, the company is a leading supplier for LEED-certified green building 
projects. It follows a national outreach and development strategy, working with renewable energy 
producers across the country. The company also provides unique customer loyalty programs for 
businesses that want to maximize the value of their investment in renewable energy. Renewable Choice 
is an employee-owned company headquartered in Boulder, Colorado. 
 
Solar Wind Works (www.solarwindworks.com)  
 
Solar Wind Works is focused on complete system service, including consultation, design, sales, 
installation, repair, and maintenance of renewable energy systems. The company supplies wind energy 
products, solar PV products, solar water pumping products, DC to AC power inverters, charge controllers, 
batteries, and backup power systems. Solar Wind Works has headquarters in Truckee, California. 
 
Wind Turbine Industries Corp. (www.windturbine.net)  
 
Wind Turbine Industries manufactures and markets wind turbines and other electric products for personal 
or commercial applications. The company provides turbine systems, turbine rotors, generators, 
transmission products, brake systems, support towers, and inverters. It offers products through a network 
of dealers in the U.S., Canada, the UK, Italy, and the Caribbean. Since its acquisition of the Jacobs Wind 
Systems energy products in 1986, Wind Turbine Industries has been reviewing the potential market for 
alternative energy. The company is based in Prior Lake, Minnesota.  
 
INDIRECT COMPETITORS: SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC (PV) SYSTEMS 
 
Helix Wind’s turbines may also compete with solar PV systems (more widely known as solar panels), a 
form of renewable energy in which sunlight is converted to electricity. A PV panel (or module) is 
composed of numerous individual PV cells that produce one to two watts of power each, which are 
interconnected to produce more electricity. Similar to wind power, PV systems have minimal impact on 
the environment as they produce energy quietly from a renewable energy resource, and are emissions-
free. According to the EERE, some of the benefits of PV systems include high reliability, minimal 
maintenance, low-cost production and operation, and modular capabilities, among others. Helix Wind 
estimates its turbines to be roughly half the cost of PV systems in addition to having a usable lifespan that 
is roughly 30% longer.  
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WIND TURBINE MONITORING SYSTEM (WTMS) COMPETITION 
 
A number of companies are launching smart grid technologies, similar to the Helix Wind WTMS. Retailing 
for $1,200, the Company believes that its monitoring system has a more attractive price point as well as 
an improved feature set from many of its competitors, which are summarized in Table 11 and detailed 
following. 
 

 
UD Energy Systems Pvt. Ltd. (www.windsolarzone.com) 
 
UD Energy Systems is now a part of the $150 million Luminous Power Technologies Ltd group. Engaged 
in design, manufacture, supply, installation, and servicing of all types of wind-solar, only wind, and only 
solar PV power plants, UD Energy Systems has a solid technology base for delivering remote power 
solutions. The company’s team of engineers and technicians are experienced in wind, solar, and hybrid 
design, system integration, and installation. The company also carries out wind speed and solar 
irradiation survey through its remote monitoring systems for efficient micro-siting (i.e., locating the exact 
site for installation) for wind power and solar power plants. Through this survey, potential users can 
determine whether to have a rooftop or a backyard power plant installation, with full information on exactly 
 

Manufacturer Features* Price*

Model

Helix Wind ▪ Remote data collection to central NOC

WTMS ▪ Includes anemometer for wind speed

▪ Actual electricity production recording

▪ Bearing temperature and generator temperature

▪ Predictive modeling

▪ Maintenance/failure alerts

▪ Generator agnostic

UD Energy Systems ▪ Remote data collection

Remote Monitoring Systems ▪ Includes anemometer for wind speed

(General Packet Radio Service ▪ Potential power output modeling

 [GPRS]/Internet based) ▪ Modeling for Southwest Windpower turbines only 

Mariah Power ▪ Cumulative output monitoring only to end user

Integrated Wireless ZigBee Modem ▪ No predictive capability

▪ No failure alert

▪ No anemometer

▪ Mariah proprietary

Western Weather Group ▪ Remote data collection to central NOC

CR800 ▪ No anemometer

▪ Environmental variables only

NRG Systems ▪ Tower, logger, and sensors to measure the wind

4289 NRG SymphoniePLUS ™ ▪ Remote communication optional

Logger with Accessories ▪ Environmental variables only 

Table 11

Helix Wind, Corp.

WTMS COMPETITIVE OVERVIEW

$1,200 

$2,250 

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.

* The features and prices are based on a competitive overview created by Helix Wind.

Included with 
turbine purchase 

$1,800 

$2,700 
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how much power this system could generate. This allows the best possible return on investment. Laying a 
power distribution grid in remote areas such as hills, forests, small islands, or off-grid locations is costly 
and sometimes not possible. In these locations, UD Energy Systems’ wind-solar-hybrid installations or 
wind-solar-battery-diesel hybrid installations with automatic operation may be cost-effective solutions. 
Rather than power distribution, the company delivers distributed generation. As well, the remote 
monitoring system enables customers to obtain continuous information on system performance, down 
time, and power generation from their remote wind solar power plants located anywhere in the world 
through the Internet. The company’s main headquarters are in India.  
 
Mariah Power (www.mariahpower.com) 
 
As detailed on page 39, Mariah Power offers a Windspire® 1.2 kW turbine. Mariah Power has 
incorporated a built-in wireless ZigBee modem that can directly transmit the turbine’s power generation 
information to a customer’s computer, which is included as part of the base system (and thus has no 
additional cost). When combined with the company’s proprietary WindSync™ Software, Mariah Power’s 
customers can monitor the performance of their Windspire® turbine. 
 
Western Weather Group (www.westernweathergroup.com) 
 
The Western Weather Group provides weather forecasting services and markets meteorological and 
environmental monitoring systems. The company’s products can be integrated into unique solutions for a 
variety of weather-driven industries. The Western Weather Group’s CR800 product is used to monitor the 
climate (long-term) or for meteorological research or routine weather measurements. For the wind 
industry, data can be collected at wind assessment sites, wind farms, or along transmission lines. The 
CR800 can operate under various temperatures and is waterproof, enabling it to continue to perform 
reliably, even in harsh environments. The CR800 can measure and record data and control electrical 
devices, and among other purposes. For turbine applications, the CR800 measures and monitors 
electrical current, voltage, wattage, stress, and torque. The Western Weather Group is headquartered in 
Chico, California. 
 
NRG Systems, Inc. (www.nrgsystems.com)  
 
Since 1982, NRG Systems has developed products to help customers measure and understand the wind. 
While some companies serve multiple industries in the wind measurement field, NRG Systems serves the 
wind energy industry exclusively. Its products can be found on every continent, in more than 130 
countries, serving electric utilities, wind farm developers, research institutes, government agencies, and 
universities. The company has headquarters in Hinesburg, Vermont. 
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Milestones 
 
Recent Milestones 
 
The Company has recently achieved the milestones listed below. 
 
 Between January 2009 and September 3, 2009, the Company shipped or sold 113 units (56 S322 

models and 57 S594 models), including signed purchase orders for 17 S594 units totaling $249,052 
and 19 S322 units valued at $172,115. The total value of the units shipped and/or sold was roughly 
$1.2 million, including $232,217 in purchase orders from July 2009 to September 2009. 

 
 In September 2009, Helix Wind signed a definitive purchase agreement to acquire VENCO Power 

GmbH of Germany. The agreement adds three additional VAWTs to the Company’s product line. 
 

 In late August 2009, Helix Wind established a joint venture with Atoll Financial Group (AFG) to offer 
financing to individuals, businesses, and commercial users that purchase volume orders of the 
Company’s turbines, as well as to offer short-term and trade finance to its distributors. 

 
 In August 2009, the Company signed a non-binding Letter of Intent (LOI) to acquire the business 

assets of Abundant Renewable Energy, LLC (ARE) and Renewable Energy Engineering, LLC (REE), 
potentially including two HAWTs. 

 
 In July 2009, Helix Wind announced the close of its private offering, through which the Company 

issued an aggregate total of $5.1 million in 9% Convertible Notes and 11.9 million Warrants. 
 
 In June 2009, the Company announced the addition of the WTMS smart grid technology to its product 

line. 
 
Potential Milestones 
 
Helix Wind hopes to achieve the following milestones within the next 12 to 24 months: 
 
 Complete one volume order (100 or greater units) by the end of 2009; 
 
 By the close of 2009, finalize and close the two acquisitions that it is currently pursuing, as described 

under Recent Milestones; 
 
 Upon consummation of the VENCO acquisition, Helix Wind anticipates increased sales during the 

remainder of 2009 and a significant impact in 2010 and 2011 by adding products that widen the 
Company’s potential customer base; 

 
 Focus on the integration of the acquired operations and centralized manufacturing on a global basis 

during 2010; and 
 
 Complete two volume orders (500 or more units) in 2010, continuing to ramp up the orders each 

subsequent year. 
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Key Points to Consider 
 
 Helix Wind, Corp. designs, manufactures, and markets small wind turbines that generate clean 

electricity for residential and commercial customers, particularly in locations with low wind speeds. 
The Company offers several wind turbine designs: (1) the S-line, which entails two Savonius turbine-
based systems; (2) the D-line, encompassing three Darrieus turbines that are being integrated as part 
of the pending VENCO Power GmbH acquisition; and (3) the H-line, including two horizontal-axis 
wind turbines (HAWTs) through the potential acquisition of Abundant Renewable Energy, LLC. Helix 
Wind’s first two production runs (100 turbines total) have sold out completely, producing roughly $1 
million in revenues. 

 
o The technology behind Helix Wind’s Savonius turbines is covered by 42 claims in its pending 

patent application, which focus on three design areas: (1) blade shape and structure; (2) blade-
shaft attachment; and (3) control of the helical twist in the assembled turbine. 

 
 In August 2009, Helix Wind established a joint venture with Atoll Financial Group (AFG) to develop 

products and financing mechanisms for the Company’s customers and distributors. Helix Wind 
believes that this strategic partnership is a significant competitive advantage over other small wind 
entities as it demonstrates the Company’s commitment to providing solutions for its clients in light of 
the current economic climate, which has led to tighter lending and credit markets. 

 
 Helix Wind’s Savonius turbines are designed to withstand sustained winds up to 100 mph and gusts 

up to 150 mph versus various other small wind platforms, which must sometimes be shut down in 
lower wind speeds. The ability of Helix Wind’s turbines to continue generating power during high wind 
speeds is an important factor since significant additional power can be produced annually.  

 
 In September 2009, the Company signed a definitive purchase agreement to acquire VENCO for 

€2.75 million (nearly $3.9 million) consisting of cash and Helix Wind Common Stock. The Company 
expects the acquisition to close during the fourth quarter 2009. 

 
o Helix Wind is currently in the process of integrating three VENCO turbines into its product 

portfolio. The D-line models have a novel, patent pending design that is both robust and versatile, 
as the materials used in the design of the turbines are suitable for almost any environment and 
enable the products to work reliably even under extreme conditions.  

 
 Helix Wind aims to address a greater variety of customer needs in vertical markets with differing 

performance requirements and price points by further expanding its product line. In August 2009, the 
Company signed a non-binding Letter of Intent (LOI) to acquire Abundant Renewable Energy, LLC 
(ARE) and Renewable Energy Engineering, LLC (REE), an initiative that could lead to the 
incorporation of the first horizontal-axis wind turbines (HAWTs) to Helix Wind’s product portfolio. 

 
 The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) 

considers wind power to be one of the lowest cost renewable energy technologies. Technological 
advancements, increased global awareness, and improved cost efficiencies have enabled wind 
power to become one of the fastest growing renewable energy resources in the world.  

 
 Even oil and gas producers have become motivated to adopt renewable energy due to rising costs to 

find and develop new oil and gas reserves; higher global demand for energy; improved commercial 
feasibility of renewable energy; and greater recognition of renewable energy as a business 
opportunity. In 2008, BP p.l.c. invested $1.4 billion in wind, solar, biofuels, and carbon capture and 
storage, identifying these technologies as areas with significant long-term growth potential. 

 
o Helix Wind is addressing the oil and gas industry through its partnership with CheckPoint™ 

Process Pumps & Systems. Together, the companies are developing renewable energy-based 
liquids pumping solutions to address demand in this market for sustainable, clean energy at 
remote wellhead locations. Helix Wind expects to have a product in beta testing by January 2010. 
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 The Company is focused on the development of products and technologies, such as its Wind Turbine 
Monitoring System (WTMS), that promote transparency and accountability within the small wind 
market. The WTMS monitors the performance and uptime of Helix Wind’s systems, recording and 
reporting an array of performance metrics in real time, regardless of an individual’s proximity to the 
physical location of the turbine. 

 
 Helix Wind intends to capitalize on the growing carbon credit trend as its turbines replace alternative 

energy sources that emit carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. Thus, the Company has the 
opportunity to collect and sell carbon credits for each turbine it manufactures and installs using 
performance measurements recorded from its WTMS. 

 
 The U.S. small wind market broadly expanded in 2008, with total capacity increasing 78% over 2007 

levels. Various government incentives have contributed to the industry’s growth, including the 30% 
tax credit for small wind systems. Customers who install a small wind system in an area with strong 
average wind speeds and participate in incentive programs often breakeven within 15 years.  

 
 Helix Wind possesses a management team with “Blue Chip” experience, where each member has 

been part of a larger company that understands such operating systems and procedures, and 
accordingly, can execute these systems on a global basis. 

 
 At June 30, 2009, Helix Wind had $190,479 in cash. In July 2009, the Company announced the 

closing of its private offering of an aggregate amount of $5.1 million in Convertible Notes and 11.9 
million Warrants. 
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Historical Financial Results 
 
Tables 12, 13, and 14 provide a summary of Helix Wind’s key historical financial statements: its 
Condensed Consolidated Statements of Operations, Balance Sheets, and Statements of Cash Flows.  
 
Note: The notes in Helix Wind’s 10-Q filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on 
August 14, 2009, are an integral part of the Company’s condensed consolidated financial statements. 
 

 

June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008 June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008

REVENUES 140,991$       1,500$           542,368$       3,000$           

COST OF SALES 112,094         — 426,463         —

GROSS MARGIN 28,897           1,500             115,905         3,000             

OPERATING COSTS AND EXPENSES         

Research and development 252,177         77,913           610,625         136,944         

Selling, general, and administrative 2,521,070      307,582         12,177,225     515,621         

LOSS FROM OPERATIONS (2,744,350)     (383,995)        (12,671,945)    (649,565)        

— — —
OTHER EXPENSES         

Interest expense (91,284)          (30,090)          (295,588)        (33,906)          

Loss on debt extinguishment — — (213,266)        —

Change in fair value of derivative liability (11,988,259)    — (23,882,804)    —

Total other expenses (12,079,543)    (30,090)          (24,391,658)    (33,906)          

LOSS BEFORE PROVISION FOR 

INCOME TAXES (14,823,893)$  (414,085)$      (37,063,603)$  (683,471)$      

PROVISION FOR INCOME TAXES — — — —

NET LOSS (14,823,893)$  (414,085)$      (37,063,603)$  (683,471)$      

NET LOSS PER SHARE - BASIC and 

DILUTED (0.42)$            (0.02)$            (1.26)$            (0.03)$            

WEIGHTED AVERAGE NUMBER OF 

COMMON SHARES OUTSTANDING - 

BASIC and DILUTED (2) 35,295,888     20,546,083     29,318,849     20,546,083     

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS (Unaudited)

Helix Wind, Corp. (formerly Clearview Acquisitions, Inc.)

Table 12

Three Months Ended Six Months Ended

(2) The capital accounts of the Company have been retroactively restated to reflect the equivalent number of Common Shares 
based on the exchange ratio of the merger transaction in determining the basic and diluted weighted average shares.
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    June 30, December 31,

2009 (Unaudited) 2008

CURRENT ASSETS   

Cash   190,479$           5,980$          

Accounts Receivable   33,762              —

Related party receivable   3,356                3,356            

Inventory   371,505            213,085        

Prepaid inventory   — 193,010        

Prepaid NRE tooling   — 21,734          

Prepaid expenses and other expenses   22,938              51,592          

    622,040            488,757        

EQUIPMENT, net   428,267            187,517        

PATENTS   18,928              18,928          

Total assets   1,069,235$        695,202$       

    

CURRENT LIABILITIES       

Accounts payable   657,294$           449,215$       

Accrued compensation   136,934            149,094        

Accrued interest   149,155            142,844        

Other accrued liabilities   5,901                11,936          

Accrued taxes   9,658                10,156          

Deferred revenue   255,156            373,598        

Related party payable   — 22,433          

Short-term debt   533,082            —

Convertible Notes payable to related party, net of discount 9,298                567,633        

Convertible Notes payable, net of discount 123,539            1,504,180      

Derivative liability 27,702,516        —

    29,582,533        3,231,089      

COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES       

SHAREHOLDERS’ DEFICIT       

Preferred Stock, $0.0001 par value, 5,000,000 shares authorized, no 

shares issued or outstanding — —

Common Stock, $0.0001 par value, 1,750,000,000 shares authorized, 

37,434,726 and 20,546,083 issued and outstanding as of June 30, 2009, 

and December 31, 2008, respectively (1) 3,744                2,055            

Additional paid in capital (1)   11,357,548        273,045        

Accumulated deficit   (39,874,590)       (2,810,987)     

Total shareholders’ deficit   (28,513,298)       (2,535,887)     

Total liabilities and shareholders’ deficit 1,069,235$        695,202$       

Table 13

(1) The December 31, 2008, capital accounts of the Company have been retroactively restated to reflect the equivalent number of 
Common Shares based on the exchange ratio of the merger transaction.

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.

ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ DEFICIT

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

Helix Wind, Corp. (formerly Clearview Acquisitions, Inc.)
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June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008

OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Net loss (37,063,603)$  (269,386)$      

Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash used in operating activities:     

Depreciation and amortization 58,350           120               

Amortization of debt discount 132,837         —

Stock-based compensation 10,777,373     —

Change in fair value of derivative Warrant liability 9,236,381      —

Interest in connection with derivative liability 14,646,423     —

Loss on debt extinguishment 211,911         —

Note in lieu of expenses incurred on behalf of the Company 25,717           —

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:     

Accounts Receivable (33,762)          —

Inventory 34,590           —

Prepaid NRE tooling 21,734           —

Other current assets 28,654           5,100             

Accounts payable 262,554         (42,133)          

Accrued compensation (12,160)          (65,333)          

Accrued interest 154,533         5,121             

Related party payable (22,433)          8,517             

Deferred revenue (118,442)        1,000             

Accrued taxes (498)              —

Accrued liabilities (6,895)            (35,718)          

Net cash used in operating activities (1,666,736)     (392,712)        

INVESTING ACTIVITIES     

Purchase of equipment (299,100)        (2,870)            

Net cash used in investing activities (299,100)        (2,870)            

FINANCING ACTIVITIES     

Bank overdraft — 9,934             

Cash received from reverse merger 270,229         —

Proceeds from Convertible Notes payable 1,560,106      383,239         

Proceeds from short-term Notes payable 395,000         —

Principal payments on short-term Notes payable (75,000)          —

Net cash provided by financing activities 2,150,335      393,173         

Net increase (decrease) in cash 184,499         (2,409)            

Cash – beginning of period 5,980             2,409             

Cash – end of period 190,479$       $               —

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS (Unaudited)

Helix Wind, Corp. (formerly Clearview Acquisitions, Inc.)

Table 14

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.

Six Months Ended
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June 30, 2009 June 30, 2008

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF NON-CASH INVESTING AND 

FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Conversion of Convertible Notes payable to non-convertible short-term debt 187,365$       $               —

Exchange of Convertible Notes payable in lieu of related party payable 90,257$         $               —

Derivative liability on Warrants issued with Convertible Notes payable 4,194,944$     $               —

Conversion of accrued interest to Convertible Notes payable 148,223$       $               —

Common Stock issued upon reverse merger 1,614$           $               —

Net liabilities assumed in reverse merger 66,414$         $               —

Common Stock issued for Note conversion 75$                           

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS (Unaudited)

Six Months Ended

Source: Helix Wind, Corp.

Table 14 (continued)

Helix Wind, Corp. (formerly Clearview Acquisitions, Inc.)
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Risks 
 
Some of the information in this Executive Informational Overview® (EIO®) relates to future events or future 
business and financial performance. Such statements can only be predictions and the actual events or 
results may differ from those discussed due to the risks described in Helix Wind’s statements on Forms 10-
K, 10-Q, and 8-K, as well as other forms filed from time to time. The content of this EIO® with respect to 
Helix Wind has been compiled primarily from information available to the public released by the Company 
through news releases, Annual Reports, and SEC filings. Helix Wind is solely responsible for the accuracy 
of this information. Information as to other companies has been prepared from publicly available information 
and has not been independently verified by the Company. Certain summaries of activities have been 
condensed to aid the reader in gaining a general understanding. For more complete information about Helix 
Wind, please refer to the Company’s website at www.helixwind.com. 
 
Investors should carefully consider the risks and information about Helix Wind’s business described 
below. Investors should not interpret the order in which these considerations are presented as an 
indication of their relative importance. The risks and uncertainties described below are not the only risks 
that the Company faces. Additional risks and uncertainties not presently known to Helix Wind or that the 
Company currently believes to be immaterial may also adversely affect its business. If any of the following 
risks and uncertainties develops into actual events, the business, financial condition, and results of 
operations could be materially and adversely affected, and the trading price of the Company’s shares 
could decline. 
 
RISKS RELATED TO HELIX WIND’S BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL CONDITION  
 
Helix Wind’s auditors have expressed substantial doubt about the Company’s ability to continue 
as a “going concern.” Accordingly, there is significant doubt about Helix Wind’s ability to 
continue as a going concern.  
 
The Company began recording revenues in the first quarter 2009 and may never become profitable. As of 
March 31, 2009, Helix Wind had an accumulated deficit of approximately $25,050,000 and a negative 
working capital of $827,193, excluding the derivative liability of $15,194,381. A significant amount of 
capital will be necessary to advance the development of Helix Wind’s products to the point at which they 
will become commercially viable and these conditions raise substantial doubt about the Company’s ability 
to continue as a going concern.  
 
If Helix Wind continues incurring losses and fails to achieve profitability, the Company may have to cease 
its operations. Helix Wind’s financial condition raises substantial doubt that it will be able to operate as a 
going concern, and its independent auditors included an explanatory paragraph regarding this uncertainty 
in their report on the Company’s financial statements as of December 31, 2008. These financial 
statements do not include any adjustments that might result from the uncertainty as to whether Helix 
Wind will achieve status as a going concern. The Company’s ability to achieve status as a going concern 
is dependent upon the generation of cash flow sufficient to fund operations. Helix Wind’s business plans 
may not be successful in addressing these issues. If the Company cannot achieve status as a going 
concern, investors may lose their entire investment in Helix Wind.  
 
Helix Wind does not have sufficient cash on hand. If the Company does not generate sufficient 
revenues from sales, among other factors, it will be unable to continue operations.  
 
In the 12 months following March 31, 2009, Helix Wind estimates that it will need $3 million for 
operations. The Company does not have sufficient cash on hand to meet this requirement. Helix Wind 
recognizes that if it is unable to generate sufficient revenues or obtain debt or equity financing, it will not 
be able to earn profits and may not be able to continue operations. 
 
There is limited history upon which to base any assumption as to the likelihood that Helix Wind will prove 
successful, and the Company may not be able to continue to generate enough operating revenues or 
ever achieve profitable operations. If Helix Wind is unsuccessful in addressing these risks, its business 
will most likely fail.  
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Helix Wind has a limited operating history and if it is not successful in continuing to grow the 
business, then the Company may have to scale back or even cease ongoing business operations.  
 
The Company has yet to generate positive earnings and there can be no assurance that it will ever 
operate profitably. Operations will be subject to all the risks inherent in the establishment of a developing 
enterprise and the uncertainties arising from the absence of a significant operating history. Helix Wind 
may be unable to sign customer contracts or operate on a profitable basis. As the Company is in the 
development stage, potential investors should be aware of the difficulties normally encountered in 
commercializing product. If the business plan is not successful, and Helix Wind is not able to operate 
profitably, investors may lose some or all of their investment in the Company. 
 
If Helix Wind is unable to obtain additional funding, business operations will be harmed. If the 
Company does obtain additional financing, existing shareholders may suffer substantial dilution.  
 
Through March 31, 2010, Helix Wind anticipates that it will require up to approximately $3 million to fund 
continued operations, depending on revenue, if any, from operations. Additional capital will be required to 
effectively support operations and to otherwise implement overall business strategy. There can be no 
assurance that financing will be available in amounts or on terms acceptable to Helix Wind, if at all. The 
inability to obtain additional capital will restrict the Company’s ability to grow and may reduce its ability to 
continue to conduct business operations. If Helix Wind is unable to obtain additional financing, it will likely 
be required to curtail and possibly cease operations. Any additional equity financing may involve 
substantial dilution to existing shareholders.  
 
Because Helix Wind is small and does not have much capital, it may have to limit business 
activity, which may result in a loss of any investment.  
 
Because the Company is small and does not have much capital, it must limit business activity. As such 
Helix Wind may not be able to complete the sales and marketing efforts required to drive sales. In that 
event, if the Company cannot generate revenues, investors will lose their investment.  
 
If Helix Wind is unable to continue to retain the services of Mr. Ian Gardner or Mr. Scott 
Weinbrandt, or if the Company is unable to successfully recruit qualified managerial and company 
personnel having experience in the small wind turbine industry, it may not be able to continue 
operations.  
 
Helix Wind’s success depends to a significant extent upon the continued services of Mr. Ian Gardner, 
chief executive officer (CEO) and director, and Mr. Scott Weinbrandt, chairman and president. The loss of 
the services of Messrs. Gardner or Weinbrandt could have a material adverse effect on the Company’s 
growth, revenues, and prospective business. Both of these individuals are committed to devoting 
substantially all of their time and energy to Helix Wind through their respective employment agreements. 
Any of these employees could leave with little or no prior notice. Helix Wind does not have “key person” 
life insurance policies covering any of its employees. Additionally, there are a limited number of qualified 
technical personnel with significant experience in the design, development, manufacture, and sale of 
Helix Wind’s wind turbines, and the Company may face challenges hiring and retaining these types of 
employees.  
 
In order to successfully implement and manage its business plan, Helix Wind will be dependent upon, 
among other things, successfully recruiting qualified managerial and company personnel having 
experience in the small wind turbine business. Competition for qualified individuals is intense. There can 
be no assurance that the Company will be able to find, attract, and retain existing employees or that it will 
be able to find, attract, and retain qualified personnel on acceptable terms.  
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Helix Wind is a new entrant into the small wind turbine industry without a profitable operating 
history.  
 
As of March 31, 2009, Helix Wind had an accumulated deficit of approximately $25,050,697. The 
Company expects to derive future revenues from sales of its systems; however, these revenues are 
highly uncertain. Helix Wind continues to devote substantial resources to expand its sales and marketing 
activities, further increase manufacturing capacity, and expand research and development activities. As a 
result, the Company expects that its operating losses will increase and that it may incur operating losses 
for the foreseeable future.  

 
If Helix Wind is unable to successfully achieve broad market acceptance of its systems, the 
Company may not be able to generate enough revenues in the future to achieve or sustain 
profitability.  
 
Helix Wind is dependent on the successful commercialization of its systems. The market for small wind 
turbines is at an early stage of development. The market for the Company’s systems is unproven. The 
technology may not gain adequate commercial acceptance or success for Helix Wind’s business plan to 
succeed.  
 
If Helix Wind cannot establish and maintain relationships with distributors, it may not be able to 
increase revenues.  
 
In order to increase the Company’s revenues and successfully commercialize its systems, Helix Wind 
must establish and maintain relationships with its existing and potential distributors. A reduction, delay, or 
cancellation of orders from one or more significant customers could greatly reduce the Company’s 
revenues and could damage its reputation among current and potential customers. Helix Wind currently 
has approximately 42 signed distribution agreements throughout the U.S. and international locations; 
however, the agreements have no termination penalties.  
 
If Helix Wind cannot assemble a large number of its systems, the Company may not meet 
anticipated market demand or its product commercialization schedule.  
 
To be successful, Helix Wind will have to assemble its systems in large quantities at acceptable costs 
while preserving high product quality and reliability. If the Company cannot maintain high product quality 
on a large scale, its business will be adversely affected. Helix Wind may encounter difficulties in scaling 
up production of its systems, including problems with the supply of key components. Even if the Company 
is successful in developing its assembly capability, Helix Wind does not know whether it will do so in time 
to meet its product commercialization schedule or satisfy the requirements of its customers. In addition, 
product enhancements have been implemented to various components of the platform to provide better 
overall strength and uptime in high wind regimes. The system is now rated to support 100 mph sustained 
winds. These enhancements may also delay production by requiring additional manufacturing changes to 
support. 
 
If Helix Wind is unable to raise sufficient capital, it may not be able to pay key suppliers.  
 
Helix Wind’s ability to pay key suppliers on time will allow the Company to effectively manage its 
business. Currently, Helix Wind has a large outstanding liability with its product manufacturer that may 
inhibit the Company from receiving additional units at this time. The manufacturer continues to 
manufacture product in anticipation of receiving payment from Helix Wind, which allows order fulfillment to 
continue.  
 
If Helix Wind experiences quality control problems or supplier shortages from component 
suppliers, its revenues and profit margins may suffer.  
 
The Company’s dependence on third-party suppliers for components of its systems involves several risks, 
including limited control over pricing, availability of materials, quality, and delivery schedules. Any quality 
control problems or interruptions in supply with respect to one or more components or increases in 
component costs could materially adversely affect Helix Wind’s customer relationships, revenues, and 
profit margins.  
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International expansion will subject Helix Wind to risks associated with international operations 
that could increase its costs and decrease profit margins.  
 
International operations are subject to the following inherent risks that could increase the Company’s 
costs and decrease its profit margins:  
 
 reduced protection of IP rights;  

 
 changes in foreign currency exchange rates;  

 
 changes in a specific country’s economic conditions;  

 
 trade protective measures and import or export requirements or other restrictive actions by foreign 

governments; and  
 

 changes in tax laws.  
 
If Helix Wind cannot effectively manage its internal growth, the Company’s business prospects, 
revenues, and profit margins may suffer.  
 
If Helix Wind fails to effectively manage its internal growth in a manner that minimizes strains on 
resources, the Company could experience disruptions in its operations and ultimately be unable to 
generate revenues or profits. Helix Wind expects that it will need to significantly expand operations to 
successfully implement its business strategy. As the Company adds marketing and sales and builds its 
infrastructure, Helix Wind expects that its operating expenses and capital requirements will increase. To 
effectively manage growth, the Company must continue to expend funds to improve its operational, 
financial, and management controls, and its reporting systems and procedures. In addition, Helix Wind 
must effectively expand, train, and manage its employee base. If the Company fails in its efforts to 
manage internal growth, Helix Wind’s prospects, revenue, and profit margins may suffer.  
 
Helix Wind’s technology competes against other small wind turbine technologies. Competition in 
the Company’s market may result in pricing pressures, reduced margins, or the inability of Helix 
Wind’s systems to achieve market acceptance.  
 
Helix Wind competes against several companies seeking to address the small wind turbine market, as 
detailed in the Competition Section on pages 37-44. The Company may be unable to compete 
successfully against its current and potential competitors, which may result in price reductions, reduced 
margins, and the inability to achieve market acceptance. The current level of market penetration for small 
wind turbines is relatively low and, as the market increases, Helix Wind expects competition to grow 
significantly. The Company’s competition may have significantly more capital than it does and as a result, 
may be able to devote greater resources to take advantage of acquisition or other opportunities more 
readily.  
 
Helix Wind’s inability to protect its patents and proprietary rights in the U.S. and foreign countries 
could materially adversely affect its business prospects and competitive position.  
 
Helix Wind’s success depends on its ability to obtain and maintain patent and other proprietary right 
protection for its technology and systems in the U.S. and other countries. If Helix Wind is unable to obtain 
or maintain these protections, the Company may not be able to prevent third parties from using its 
proprietary rights.  
 
If Helix Wind cannot effectively increase and enhance its sales and marketing capabilities, the 
Company may not be able to increase revenues.  
 
Helix Wind needs to further develop its sales and marketing capabilities to support commercialization 
efforts. If Helix Wind fails to increase and enhance its marketing and sales force, the Company may not 
be able to enter new or existing markets. Failure to recruit, train, and retain new sales personnel, or the 
inability of Helix Wind’s new sales personnel to effectively market and sell its systems, could impair the 
Company’s ability to gain market acceptance.  
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If Helix Wind encounters unforeseen problems with its current technology offerings, it may inhibit 
sales and early adoption of the Company’s products.  
 
Helix Wind is in the process of shipping units from its third production run. Any unforeseen problems 
relating to the units operating effectively could have a negative impact on adoption, future shipments, and 
operating results.  
 
Helix Wind’s officers have little experience in managing a public company, which increases the 
risk that the Company will be unable to establish and maintain all required disclosure controls 
and procedures and internal controls over financial reporting and meet the public reporting and 
the financial requirements for its business.  
 
Helix Wind’s management has a legal and fiduciary duty to establish and maintain disclosure controls and 
control procedures in compliance with the securities laws, including the requirements mandated by the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. Although the Company’s officers have substantial business experience, 
they have little experience in managing a public company. The standards that must be met for 
management to assess the internal control over financial reporting as effective are new and complex, and 
require significant documentation, testing, and possible remediation to meet the detailed standards. 
Because Helix Wind’s officers have little prior experience with the management of a public company, the 
Company may encounter problems or delays in completing activities necessary to make an assessment 
of its internal control over financial reporting and disclosure controls and procedures. In addition, the 
attestation process by Helix Wind’s independent registered public accounting firm is new and the 
Company may encounter problems or delays in completing the implementation of any requested 
improvements and receiving an attestation of Helix Wind’s assessment by its independent registered 
public accounting firm. If the Company cannot assess its internal control over financial reporting as 
effective or provide adequate disclosure controls or implement sufficient control procedures, or if Helix 
Wind’s independent registered public accounting firm is unable to provide an unqualified attestation report 
on such assessment, investor confidence and share value may be negatively impacted.  
 
RISKS RELATED TO HELIX WIND’S COMMON STOCK  
 
There is a significant risk of Helix Wind’s Common Shareholders being diluted as a result of the 
Company’s outstanding Convertible Securities.  
 
Although Helix Wind currently has 36,681,094 shares of Common Stock issued and outstanding as of 
March 31, 2009, if all the Company’s outstanding Options, Warrants, and Convertible Notes were 
exercised and converted, Helix Wind would have 62,918,249 shares of Common Stock issued and 
outstanding. Accordingly, a Common Shareholder has a significant risk of having its interest in Helix Wind 
significantly diluted.  
 
The large number of shares eligible for immediate and future sales may depress the price of Helix 
Wind’s stock.  
 
The Company’s Articles of Incorporation authorize the issuance of 1,755,000,000 shares of Common 
Stock, $.0001 par value per share, and 5,000,000 shares of Preferred Stock, $.0001 par value per share. 
As of March 31, 2009, Helix Wind had 36,681,094 shares of Common Stock outstanding, outstanding 
Convertible Notes which are convertible into 7,886,244 shares of Common Stock, and Warrants which 
are exercisable into a total of $7,599,672 shares of Common Stock.  
 
Because Helix Wind has available a significant number of authorized shares of Common Stock, the 
Company may issue additional shares for a variety of reasons, which will have a dilutive effect on its 
shareholders and on any investment, resulting in reduced ownership in Helix Wind and decreased voting 
power, or may result in a change of control.  
 
Helix Wind’s Board of Directors has the authority to issue additional shares of Common Stock up to the 
authorized amount stated in the Company’s Articles of Incorporation. Helix Wind’s Board of Directors may 
choose to issue some or all of such shares to acquire one or more businesses or other types of property, 
or to provide additional financing in the future. The issuance of any such shares may result in a reduction 
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of the book value or market price of the outstanding shares of the Company’s Common Stock. If Helix 
Wind does issue any such additional shares, such issuance also will cause a reduction in the 
proportionate ownership and voting power of all other shareholders. Further, any such issuance may 
result in a change of control of the Company.  
 
Additional financings may dilute the holdings of Helix Wind’s current shareholders.  
 
In order to provide capital for the operation of the business, Helix Wind may enter into additional financing 
arrangements. These arrangements may involve the issuance of new shares of Common Stock, 
Preferred Stock that is convertible into Common Stock, debt securities that are convertible into Common 
Stock, or Warrants for the purchase of Common Stock. Any of these items could result in a material 
increase in the number of shares of Common Stock outstanding, which would in turn result in a dilution of 
the ownership interests of existing Common Shareholders. In addition, these new securities could contain 
provisions, such as priorities on distributions and voting rights, which could affect the value of Helix 
Wind’s existing Common Stock.  
 
There is currently a limited public market for Helix Wind’s Common Stock. Failure to develop or 
maintain a trading market could negatively affect its value and make it difficult or impossible for 
investors to sell their shares.  
 
There has been a limited public market for Helix Wind’s Common Stock and an active public market for 
the Company’s Common Stock may not develop. Failure to develop or maintain an active trading market 
could make it difficult for investors to sell their shares or recover any part of their investment in Helix 
Wind. Even if a market for the Company’s Common Stock does develop, the market price of Helix Wind’s 
Common Stock may be highly volatile. In addition to the uncertainties relating to future operating 
performance and the profitability of operations, factors such as variations in interim financial results or 
various, as yet unpredictable factors, many of which are beyond the Company’s control, may have a 
negative effect on the market price of Helix Wind’s Common Stock.  
 
“Penny stock” rules may make buying or selling Helix Wind’s Common Stock difficult.  
 
If the market price for the Company’s Common Stock is below $5.00 per share, trading in Helix Wind’s 
Common Stock may be subject to the “penny stock” rules. The SEC has adopted regulations that 
generally define a penny stock to be any equity security that has a market price of less than $5.00 per 
share, subject to certain exceptions. These rules would require that any broker-dealer that would 
recommend Helix Wind’s Common Stock to persons other than prior customers and accredited investors, 
must, prior to the sale, make a special written suitability determination for the purchaser and receive the 
purchaser’s written agreement to execute the transaction. Unless an exception is available, the 
regulations would require the delivery, prior to any transaction involving a penny stock, of a disclosure 
schedule explaining the penny stock market and the risks associated with trading in the penny stock 
market. In addition, broker-dealers must disclose commissions payable to both the broker-dealer and the 
registered representative and current quotations for the securities they offer. The additional burdens 
imposed upon broker-dealers by such requirements may discourage broker-dealers from effecting 
transactions in Helix Wind’s Common Stock, which could severely limit the market price and liquidity of 
the Company’s Common Stock.  
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Recent Events 
 
09/03/2009—Helix Wind, Corp. announced that it signed a definitive purchase agreement to acquire 
VENCO Power GmbH, a Germany-based producer of vertical axis small wind turbines. According to the 
terms of the agreement, the Company is expected to purchase 100% of VENCO for €2.75 million (nearly 
$3.9 million) consisting of cash and Helix Wind Common Stock. Further details are provided on page 8. 
 
08/26/2009—Announced that it established a joint venture with Atoll Financial Group (AFG), a 
Washington, D.C.-based financial services company, to develop products and financing mechanisms for 
Helix Wind’s customers and distributors. The program was designed to provide financing to individuals, 
businesses, and commercial users for volume orders, as well as to offer short-term and trade finance to 
distributors. Greater details about the joint venture are provided on pages 31-32 of the Core Story.  
 
08/18/2009—Announced the signing of a non-binding Letter of Intent (LOI) to acquire all of the business 
assets of Abundant Renewable Energy, LLC (ARE) and Renewable Energy Engineering, LLC (REE). 
Through this acquisition, Helix Wind is expected to add two additional products to its portfolio: the 
ARE110 (2.5 kW) and the ARE442 (10 kW). Greater details of this agreement are provided on page 8. 
 
08/13/2009—Announced that it retained Stern & Co. to provide media relations and public relations 
services. Based in New York and founded in 1993, Stern & Co. is a communications firm that designs and 
implements media and public relations campaigns for public and closely held companies as well as for 
financial institutions.  
 
08/11/2009—Announced that it retained the services of Mr. Mick Sagrillo as an independent consultant to 
help the Company review its wind turbine test plans and protocol for testing wind turbines. Mr. Sagrillo 
was also expected to provide guidance with documenting proper and accurate performance data that is 
consistent with developing industry standards. Mr. Sagrillo has been involved in the small wind industry 
for over 28 years. As of August 2009, he was actively serving as a consultant, educator, and columnist for 
the American Wind Energy Association’s (AWEA) Windletter and the American Solar Energy 
Association’s Solar Today Magazine, and was also a contributor to Home Power Magazine. 
 
08/06/2009—Announced that it engaged Dominick & Dominick LLC as its exclusive financial advisor and 
investment banker in connection with a proposed secondary offering and other corporate finance-related 
needs. 
 
07/24/2009—Provided an update on sales and product orders for 2009. Through July 2009, Helix shipped 
or sold 108 units (52 S322 models and 56 S594 models), including signed purchase orders for 16 S594 
units, with an aggregate total of $236,584, and 15 S322 units, totaling $138,365. The total value of the 
units shipped and/or sold was approximately $1.2 million, including $186,575 in purchase orders for July 
2009. As of July 24, 2009, the Company had 23 S322 and 16 S594 units still available for sale from its 
current production run. Helix Wind planned to ramp up future production as its products continued to gain 
market acceptance. 
 
07/21/2009—Announced the close of its private offering. The Company issued an aggregate total of $5.1 
million in 9% Convertible Notes and 11.9 million Warrants to purchase 11.9 million shares of Common 
Stock. Included in the issuance total is $2.2 million of Helix Wind Exchange Notes from the Company’s 
February 2009 reverse merger transaction. In addition, $165,000 due to vendors was also converted into 
this investment, showing confidence in Helix Wind’s business model. The funds from the offering are 
expected to be used to meet general working capital needs through the end of the year, as Helix Wind 
intends to proceed with a larger institutional round of financing by year-end to finance its growth plan 
through acquisitions. 
 
07/14/2009—Announced plans to conduct comparative testing on a variety of small turbines at its test 
facility in eastern San Diego County, California, in order to evaluate turbine performance under real world 
conditions. Helix Wind planned to install and test its own turbines in addition to those from several other 
manufacturers, including Mariah Power, Windside, VENCO, Cleanfield Energy, and Southwest 
Windpower. 
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06/30/2009—Announced that it added smart grid technology to its line of small wind vertical-axis wind 
turbines (VAWTs) to manage performance and uptime of Helix Wind systems. The new monitoring 
system, named Helix Wind WTMS (Wind Turbine Monitoring System), monitors, records, and reports a 
broad variety of performance metrics in real time, including wind speed, turbine output, inverter data, 
generator frequency, and a variety of other variables. 
 
06/25/2009—Signed a binding LOI to acquire VENCO.  
 
06/09/2009—Announced a joint development agreement with CheckPoint™ Process Pumps & Systems 
to provide renewable energy solutions for the global oil and gas production industry. These solutions, 
distributed, installed, and maintained by CheckPoint™, were expected to address the large and growing 
demand within the oil and gas industry for sustainable, clean energy at remote wellhead locations. 
 
06/03/2009—Announced that it entered into a joint distribution agreement with Synergy California L.P. for 
the deployment of small wind VAWTs designed, developed, and manufactured by Helix Wind. The first 
major project with Synergy California is expected to deploy 25 Helix Wind S594 Systems providing 
alternative energy to the Oklahoma Medical Research Facility (OMRF) in Oklahoma City. 
 
04/27/2009—Announced that it changed its name from Clearview Acquisitions (CVAC-OTC.BB) to Helix 
Wind, Corp., (HLXW-OTC.BB) following an affirmative vote by stockholders on March 11, 2009. The 
name change reflects the previously disclosed acquisition of Helix Wind, Inc. completed on February 11, 
2009. Helix Wind began trading under its new ticker symbol, “HLXW,” effective April 24, 2009, and 
received a new CUSIP number (42331P106). Trading on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange under the symbol 
“VUU1” (WKN A0RCNZ) continued. 
 
04/27/2009—Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps announced that it represented Helix Wind, Inc. in taking 
the global renewable energy company public through a reverse merger into Clearview Acquisitions. The 
merger represented the first small wind renewable energy company to go public. Despite the challenging 
capital markets, Luce Forward’s securities lawyers worked closely with Helix Wind, helping drive the 
transaction to a successful completion. 
 
02/12/2009—Clearview announced that it completed its previously disclosed acquisition of Helix Wind, 
Inc. Clearview acquired 100% of Helix Wind in consideration of approximately 20.5 million shares of 
Common Stock. As a condition to the closing, Clearview had issued $650,000 of 9% Convertible Notes 
and Warrants. The Convertible Notes issued by Helix Wind in the aggregate principal amount of $1.9 
million were exchanged for the 9% Convertible Notes issued by Helix Wind.  
 
11/21/2008—Announced that the Company became an official renewable energy supplier of the 2008 
BNP Paribas Davis Cup Finals between Argentina and Spain. Two Helix Wind model S322 (2.5 kW) 
turbines were deployed in Mar del Plata stadium as an example of an ecologically friendly way to use 
renewable energy. The new turbine design represented the latest technology in electricity generation and 
aesthetics. The wind energy converted to electricity was used to power the finals of the Davis Cup. 
 
08/26/2008—Entered into a firm sales agreement with EDAL RE, Inc., (Energy Development Argentina 
Limited), a leading cell phone tower construction and services provider and renewable energy distributor 
in Argentina. The agreement, which provided for the purchase of at least 1,500 units valued at $10.6 
million over the next three years, reflected the growing demand for renewable energy solutions in South 
America and the increasing cost of petroleum-based mobile power generation. 
 
07/18/2008—Entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with a leading cell phone tower 
construction and services provider and renewable energy distributor in Argentina to develop distributed 
power generation solutions for wireless communications towers in remote areas and in regions with 
unreliable power supplies, as well as for irrigation and liquids pumping applications in Argentina, Uruguay, 
Paraguay, and Brazil. The MOU provided for the purchase of at least 1,500 units over the next five years. 
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05/08/2008—Announced an MOU with Sausalito-based Synergy California, L.P. to develop integrated 
building wind power solutions for high-rise commercial and residential projects worldwide. The companies 
planned to jointly pursue the development of shrouded and ducted electrical generation and management 
systems. As part of the agreement, Synergy was expected to purchase approximately 1,000 VAWT 
energy systems from Helix Wind over the next five years. 
 
05/05/2008—Announced an MOU to sell at least 2,500 of its model S594 VAWT wind energy generation 
units to a Midwest wind farm developer over the next 24 months. 
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Glossary 
 
61400-2 Standard—An IEC standard concerning design requirements for small wind turbines. 
 
Ambient Noise—The surrounding noise associated with any given environment. 
 
Biofuels—Fuels made from plant matter rather than fossil fuels. Ethanol and biodiesel are examples of 
biofuels. 
 
Biomass—Any organic material, such as wood, plants, or waste, that can be turned into fuel. 
 
Btu (British Thermal Unit)—A unit of energy equal to the amount of heat required to raise one pound of 
water one degree Fahrenheit at one atmosphere pressure. Equal to 1,055 joules. 
 
Capacity—The power generating or carrying potential of a device. Capacity can also be used to describe 
the total wind power generating potential (based on installed units) of a company, organization, state, 
country, or other entity, or of the world as a whole.  
 
Carbon Cycle—The organic circulation of carbon from the atmosphere into organisms and back again. 
 
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)—A fluorocarbon with chlorine. CFCs were formerly used as refrigerants 
and as a propellant in aerosol cans. 
 
Cut-in Speed—The speed at which a shaft must turn in order to generate electricity and send it over a 
wire. 
 
Darrieus—A type of wind turbine used to generate electricity from the energy carried in the wind. The 
turbine consists of a number of aerofoils vertically mounted on a rotating shaft or framework. This design 
of wind turbine was patented by Georges Jean Marie Darrieus, a French aeronautical engineer, in 1931. 
 
Direct Drive—A turbine design in which the gearbox is eliminated to improve performance and reduce 
equipment failure. A gearbox not only creates mechanical losses and places more stress on the 
generator, but it also is prone to failure. Gearbox replacement is a costly and complex process, often 
involving a crane and significant downtime. 
 
Drag—An unavoidable consequence of an object moving through a fluid (gas or liquid). Drag is the force 
generated parallel and in opposition to the direction of travel for an object moving through a fluid.  
 
Emissions—A byproduct of a process that is released into the environment. Emissions can be solid, 
liquid, gaseous, sonic, or radiation (including light). 
 
Fossil Fuels—A fuel (e.g., coal, oil, or natural gas) that is formed in the Earth from plant or animal 
remains. 
 
Furling—A passive protection for the turbine whereby the rotor is rolled up, lowered, or secured in some 
fashion that can be used to prevent damage in high winds. 
 
Gearbox—Gears connect the low-speed shaft to the high-speed shaft in a turbine and increase the 
rotational speed from about 30 to 60 rotations per minute (rpm) to about 1,000 to 1,800 rpm, the rotational 
speed required by most generators to produce electricity. The gearbox is a costly (and heavy) part of the 
wind turbine. To eliminate or reduce these disadvantages, engineers are exploring direct-drive generators 
that operate at lower rotational speeds and do not require a gearbox.  
 
Generator—A device that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. 
 
Geothermal—Of or relating to the heat in the interior of the Earth. 
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Global Warming—The recently observed rise in average temperature of the Earth, which is responsible 
for the melting of polar ice, stronger storms, and local climate changes.  
 
Greenhouse Gases—The gases present in the atmosphere that reduce the loss of heat into space and 
therefore contribute to global temperatures through the greenhouse effect. 
 
Grid—An interconnected electricity distribution system. A grid often covers a large area and incorporates 
many forms of generation.  
 
Helical—Having the form of a spiral. 
 
Horizontal-Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT)—A wind turbine with an axis of rotation that is horizontal to the 
ground and almost parallel to the wind stream.  
 
Industrial Revolution—A period of rapid industrial growth causing a radical shift in focus from agriculture 
to industry during the late 1700s and early 1800s. A dramatic increase in city populations was one of the 
effects of the Industrial Revolution. 
 
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)—An international standards and conformity 
assessment body for all fields of electrotechnology. 
 
Irradiation—The condition of being exposed to radiation. 
 
ISO 9000—A set of international standards for both quality management and quality assurance that has 
been adopted by over 90 countries worldwide. ISO 9000 standards apply to all types of organizations, 
large and small, and many industries. The standards require the following: a standard language for 
documenting quality processes; a system to manage evidence that these practices are instituted 
throughout an organization; and third-party auditing to review, certify, and maintain certification of 
organizations. The ISO 9000 series classifies products into generic product categories: hardware, 
software, processed materials, and services. 
 
ISO 9002—An international standard for quality systems that serves as a model for quality assurance in 
production, installation, and servicing. 
 
Kilovolt Amperes (KVA)—A unit of apparent power equal to 1000-volt amperes. 
 
Kilowatt-hour (kWh)—One kWh is the expression used for one kW of energy produced for one hour. 
Equal to 1,000 watt-hours, or keeping 10, 100 watt light bulbs lit for one hour. Energy is normally sold in 
this unit of measurement.  
 
Kilowatts (kW)—A unit of power equal to 1,000 watts. 
 
Kinetic Energy—The energy of an object in motion. 
 
LEED—An internationally recognized green building certification system developed by the U.S. Green 
Building Council (USGBC), which provides third-party verification that a building or community was 
designed and built to deliver energy savings, water efficiency, CO2 emissions reduction, improved indoor 
environmental quality, and stewardship of resources and sensitivity to their impacts. LEED provides 
building owners and operators with a concise framework to identify and implement practical and 
measurable green building design, construction, operations, and maintenance solutions. 
 
Lift—Also known as down force, lift is the force generated perpendicular to the direction of travel for an 
object moving through a fluid (gas or liquid). For example, lift is the force that directly opposes the weight 
of an airplane and holds the airplane in the air. 
 
Mechanical Energy—The energy an object possesses due to its motion or its stored energy of position. 
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Megawatts (MW)—One MW is equal to 1,000,000 W. One MW is enough power to light 100,000 
standard 100 W light bulbs or to operate 10,000 hair dryers. 
 
Net Metering—An agreement between the utility company and a customer that allows surplus wind-
generated electricity to be stored in the utility grid by essentially spinning the meter backward. 
 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)—A group of 30 member 
countries that discuss and develop economic and social policies. 
 
Pneumatic—Of or relating to or using air (or a similar gas). Operated by air pressure. 
 
Power Coefficient—The ratio of the power extracted by a wind turbine to the power available in the wind 
stream. 
 
Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs)—A contract between a power producer and a power consumer in 
which the consumer commits to purchasing a certain amount of power from the producer. 
 
Renewable Energy—Energy that is produced using resources which regenerate quickly or are 
inexhaustible. Wind energy is considered inexhaustible because, while it may blow intermittently, it does 
not run out. 
 
Rotors—The rotating parts of electrical or mechanical devices. 
 
Savonius—A vertical-axis wind turbine (VAWT) design by S.J. Savonius of Finland from the 1920s and 
1930s. The Savonius design is shaped like a barrel split from end to end and offset along the cut. 
Savonius turbines are drag machines, and thus give low rotations per minute (rpm) but significant torque. 
 
Shaft—A revolving rod that transmits power or motion. 
 
Sinks—Any process, activity, or mechanism that removes a greenhouse gas, an aerosol, or a precursor 
of a greenhouse gas from the atmosphere. 
 
Six Sigma—A disciplined, data-driven approach and methodology for eliminating defects (driving toward 
six standard deviations between the mean and the nearest specification limit) in any process, from 
manufacturing to transactional and from product to service. The statistical representation of Six Sigma 
describes quantitatively how a process is performing. To achieve Six Sigma, a process must not produce 
more than 3.4 defects per million opportunities. 
 
Small Wind Turbines—Turbines are devices for capturing kinetic energy from a moving mass of wind, 
water, steam, or other gas or liquid. “Small wind” is a classification for turbines or smaller size wind 
projects that generate less than 100 kW of electricity and are used to meet the demands of a home, farm, 
ranch, or small business. 
 
Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Systems—A complete set of components for converting sunlight into electricity 
by the PV process, including the array and balance of system components. 
 
Swept Area—The area of the circle that the blades of a turbine pass through to capture wind energy. 
 
Torque—A force that causes something to rotate, turn, or twist. 
 
Total Quality Management (TQM)—A management technique to improve the quality of goods and 
services, reduce operating costs, and increase customer satisfaction. 
 
Vertical-Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT)—A wind turbine with an axis of rotation that is vertical to the ground 
and almost perpendicular to the wind stream.  
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Watts (W)—A measurement of energy equal to one joule per second. Wind turbine capacity is measured 
in kW (kilowatts, or 1,000 watts) or MW (megawatts, or 1,000,000 watts). One kW is an approximation of 
the capacity needed to serve one household.  
 
Wellhead—The point at which crude or natural gas exits the ground. 
 
Wind Energy—Energy harvested from moving air in the atmosphere. Wind energy is dependent upon 
atmospheric conditions, such as temperature and pressure differences. 
 
Wind Farm—A collection of wind turbines located on the same area and used to generate electricity. 
 
Yaw Drive—In upwind turbines that face the wind, the yaw drive is used to keep the rotor facing into the 
wind as the wind direction changes. Downwind turbines do not require a yaw drive as the wind blows the 
rotor downwind.  
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Legal Notes and Disclosures: This report has been prepared by Helix Wind, Corp. (“Helix Wind” or “the 
Company”) with the assistance of Crystal Research Associates, LLC (“CRA”) based upon information provided by 
the Company. CRA has not independently verified such information. Helix Wind has entered into an agreement to 
compensate CRA with forty-five thousand dollars and one hundred fifty thousand Options/Warrants for the base 
report and four subsequent quarterly updates over the first year of coverage.  
 
Some of the information in this report relates to future events or future business and financial performance. Such 
statements constitute forward-looking information within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Act of 
1995. Such statements can be only predictions and the actual events or results may differ from those discussed 
due to, among other things, the risks described in Helix Wind’s reports on its 10-K, 10-Q, press releases, and 
other forms filed from time to time. The content of this report with respect to Helix Wind has been compiled 
primarily from information available to the public released by Helix Wind. The Company is solely responsible for 
the accuracy of that information. Information as to other companies has been prepared from publicly available 
information and has not been independently verified by Helix Wind or CRA. For more complete information about 
Helix Wind, the reader is directed to the Company’s website at www.helixwind.com. This report is published solely 
for information purposes and is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any 
security in any state. Past performance does not guarantee future performance. Free additional information about 
Helix Wind and its public filings, as well as free copies of this report, can be obtained in either a paper or 
electronic format by calling (877) 246-4354 or (619) 501-3932. 
 


